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Once again we have new members joining the union. Welcome to all those who have recently joined.Once again we have new members joining the union. Welcome to all those who have recently joined.

Membership list refresh.Membership list refresh.

I have received several emails with confirmation of details and additional email addresses. If you haveI have received several emails with confirmation of details and additional email addresses. If you have
not yet returned your confirmation, please do so. In July I will build the new mailing list from those whonot yet returned your confirmation, please do so. In July I will build the new mailing list from those who
have confirmed their details.have confirmed their details.

If you do not, you will continue to be a member of GMB, but I will remove you from the mailing list. I amIf you do not, you will continue to be a member of GMB, but I will remove you from the mailing list. I am
happy for you to simply reply that there has been no change and I will update the list accordingly. If youhappy for you to simply reply that there has been no change and I will update the list accordingly. If you
cannot find your membership number I can send you the one I have on file for you.cannot find your membership number I can send you the one I have on file for you.

Programmes Restructure and potential consequences for Sentence Management.Programmes Restructure and potential consequences for Sentence Management.

We continue to work with Napo and UNISON over the Programmes restructure, especially at the moment,We continue to work with Napo and UNISON over the Programmes restructure, especially at the moment,
the single facilitator role. We are concerned that when such a change in colleagues’ terms andthe single facilitator role. We are concerned that when such a change in colleagues’ terms and
conditions is proposed that all the activities currently undertaken are included in the Job Description. Weconditions is proposed that all the activities currently undertaken are included in the Job Description. We
also remain deeply concerned at the lack of specialist provision for working with those individualsalso remain deeply concerned at the lack of specialist provision for working with those individuals
convicted of sexual offences that will occur after the restructure.convicted of sexual offences that will occur after the restructure.

One HMPPSOne HMPPSVoluntary early Departure schemeVoluntary early Departure scheme

The scheme has been launched for colleagues who currently work in HQ. A number of members haveThe scheme has been launched for colleagues who currently work in HQ. A number of members have
raised question about their own circumstances. My advice to date has been that if you are interested inraised question about their own circumstances. My advice to date has been that if you are interested in
leaving the organisation under this scheme then you must put in an expression of interest. There will be aleaving the organisation under this scheme then you must put in an expression of interest. There will be a
sift based on eligibility which may later preclude your departure, but unless you do express an interestsift based on eligibility which may later preclude your departure, but unless you do express an interest
you will not progress to the next stage. An expression of interest is not a binding commitment to leaveyou will not progress to the next stage. An expression of interest is not a binding commitment to leave
the organisation and should not impact on your future career should you decide not to leave. Rememberthe organisation and should not impact on your future career should you decide not to leave. Remember
the closing deadline is 2359hrs on 26 June 2023.the closing deadline is 2359hrs on 26 June 2023.

Workload Campaign “Operation Protect”.Workload Campaign “Operation Protect”.

As I have previously mentioned the three unions are working on a joint Workload campaign calledAs I have previously mentioned the three unions are working on a joint Workload campaign called
Operation Protect. There will be a subsequent extraordinary bulletin when we launch the campaign onOperation Protect. There will be a subsequent extraordinary bulletin when we launch the campaign on
26th June, the 2nd anniversary of the unification of the Probation Service.26th June, the 2nd anniversary of the unification of the Probation Service.

There will be a number of ways to take part in the campaign and support all our colleagues whateverThere will be a number of ways to take part in the campaign and support all our colleagues whatever
their role is.their role is.

Harmonisation and secondary TransferHarmonisation and secondary Transfer
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We have a diminishing number of members who transferred into the HMPPS or MOJ, who may or may notWe have a diminishing number of members who transferred into the HMPPS or MOJ, who may or may not
have elected to opt onto the Probation Service terms and conditions, who have yet to land properly inhave elected to opt onto the Probation Service terms and conditions, who have yet to land properly in
their role and on the correct terms and conditions. We continue to talk to the employers about thesetheir role and on the correct terms and conditions. We continue to talk to the employers about these
members. If you are in such a position please do get in touch and we can take your case forward.members. If you are in such a position please do get in touch and we can take your case forward.

You asked / we didYou asked / we didSalary on promotion after previous period of acting upSalary on promotion after previous period of acting up

A recent grievance raised by a member has shown an inconsistency in the way new appointees toA recent grievance raised by a member has shown an inconsistency in the way new appointees to
higher grades are treated. It is possible to put a business case in to recognise a candidate’s previoushigher grades are treated. It is possible to put a business case in to recognise a candidate’s previous
experience if they are a new appointee to the organisation, but if the person remains in the organisationexperience if they are a new appointee to the organisation, but if the person remains in the organisation
and has previously held an acting up post it cannot, even if that is to match their previous pay band. Weand has previously held an acting up post it cannot, even if that is to match their previous pay band. We
are seeking a policy change on this matter.are seeking a policy change on this matter.

Peter BrandtPeter BrandtNational GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representativepeter.brandt@justice.gov.uk peter.brandt@justice.gov.uk 01935 316 09001935 316 090Mobile numberMobile number
07526 99874007526 998740

GMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETINGMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETIN ++

Posted on: Posted on: 24 May 202324 May 2023

Welcome to new membersWelcome to new members

I know I say it every month but again in this bulletin I can say we are welcoming new members. PleaseI know I say it every month but again in this bulletin I can say we are welcoming new members. Please
continue to spread the word about GMB/SCOOP and its associated benefits.continue to spread the word about GMB/SCOOP and its associated benefits.

Local Meetings and building solidarityLocal Meetings and building solidarity

I now have volunteers to be an immediate link in the following Probation Regions: Wales, GreaterI now have volunteers to be an immediate link in the following Probation Regions: Wales, Greater
Manchester, West Midlands, East Midlands, East of England, South West and Kent Surrey & Sussex. If youManchester, West Midlands, East Midlands, East of England, South West and Kent Surrey & Sussex. If you
would be interested in being a local contact in your region, please let me know. I am shortly to arrange awould be interested in being a local contact in your region, please let me know. I am shortly to arrange a
call for the local reps to get together. I will set up another round of local calls for each region for allcall for the local reps to get together. I will set up another round of local calls for each region for all
members as well. But please don’t wait for me to set up meetings. If you want to set your own up at amembers as well. But please don’t wait for me to set up meetings. If you want to set your own up at a
suitable time for you then please go ahead and I will come along.suitable time for you then please go ahead and I will come along.

Regional JCCRegional JCC

I have asked to be included in the invitation list for the regional JCCs and to get a copy of the minutes. II have asked to be included in the invitation list for the regional JCCs and to get a copy of the minutes. I
will not routinely attend but am more than happy to do so should you have any issues that you wantwill not routinely attend but am more than happy to do so should you have any issues that you want
raised at your regional JCC.raised at your regional JCC.
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Programmes Restructure and potential consequences for Sentence Management.Programmes Restructure and potential consequences for Sentence Management.

We continue to have concerns about the location of work with people convicted of sexual offences andWe continue to have concerns about the location of work with people convicted of sexual offences and
where that area of specialism would be held should the programmes restructure go ahead. We werewhere that area of specialism would be held should the programmes restructure go ahead. We were
able to attend most of the review workshops looking at how this cohort of people under our supervision,able to attend most of the review workshops looking at how this cohort of people under our supervision,
along with other cohorts who are vulnerable or have protected characteristics, be safely included in thealong with other cohorts who are vulnerable or have protected characteristics, be safely included in the
proposed programme curriculum.proposed programme curriculum.

One HMPPSOne HMPPS

This project is still progressing. We have fed back that the regional approach with devolved budgets hasThis project is still progressing. We have fed back that the regional approach with devolved budgets has
been tried before without success and therefore we question what will be different this time. We arebeen tried before without success and therefore we question what will be different this time. We are
concerned that we are currently hearing of different pilots across the regions and differing rates of payconcerned that we are currently hearing of different pilots across the regions and differing rates of pay
for some roles. We believe that this model threatens our national collective bargaining arrangements.for some roles. We believe that this model threatens our national collective bargaining arrangements.

Workload CampaignWorkload Campaign

In a bulletin at the end of last year I said that I wanted to start a campaign looking at workloads for allIn a bulletin at the end of last year I said that I wanted to start a campaign looking at workloads for all
staff. Since then we have had a number of meetings with the senior leaders and the Minister where thisstaff. Since then we have had a number of meetings with the senior leaders and the Minister where this
matter has been raised. We continue to work on this matter acknowledging that there is no short termmatter has been raised. We continue to work on this matter acknowledging that there is no short term
easy fix but we are concerned that on a daily basis our colleagues are being injured through excessiveeasy fix but we are concerned that on a daily basis our colleagues are being injured through excessive
work demands, and the number of days lost to ill health appears to be rising.work demands, and the number of days lost to ill health appears to be rising.

Loss of experienced staff and early promotionLoss of experienced staff and early promotion

I am aware that whilst there is a narrative that we are recruiting high numbers of PQiPs, which is to beI am aware that whilst there is a narrative that we are recruiting high numbers of PQiPs, which is to be
welcomed, there is a view that they are simply replacing experienced Probation Officers. We have beenwelcomed, there is a view that they are simply replacing experienced Probation Officers. We have been
asked for examples where staff are being promoted to SPO roles very early in their career. Withoutasked for examples where staff are being promoted to SPO roles very early in their career. Without
prejudice to the individual staff members experience I would be grateful if you are aware of any cases. Iprejudice to the individual staff members experience I would be grateful if you are aware of any cases. I
do not wish to know individual’s names just the region.do not wish to know individual’s names just the region.

CBFCBF

It has been raised with me that some staff have been asked to include reference to Targets in their CBFIt has been raised with me that some staff have been asked to include reference to Targets in their CBF
document. It has been confirmed that CBF should not be target related. CBF is purely for staff todocument. It has been confirmed that CBF should not be target related. CBF is purely for staff to
demonstrate competence and progress through their points in their pay scale.demonstrate competence and progress through their points in their pay scale.

There are no objectives to set, it is backwards-looking, and the focus is on staff capturing competenceThere are no objectives to set, it is backwards-looking, and the focus is on staff capturing competence
examples from everyday tasks and activities rather than an aspirational level of performance. Theexamples from everyday tasks and activities rather than an aspirational level of performance. The
outcome is a decision on annual pay progression through the pay points in their pay bandoutcome is a decision on annual pay progression through the pay points in their pay band

Short VideosShort Videos
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I have been asked to start to make short videos of 20 to 30 seconds in length. What subjects would youI have been asked to start to make short videos of 20 to 30 seconds in length. What subjects would you
like to see covered in them?like to see covered in them?

You asked / we didYou asked / we did

I was asked about the potential inclusion of Targets in the CBF document. I was able to raise that quicklyI was asked about the potential inclusion of Targets in the CBF document. I was able to raise that quickly
with the CBF leads and the clarification is in this bulletin.with the CBF leads and the clarification is in this bulletin.

Peter BrandtPeter BrandtNational GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representativepeter.brandt@justice.gov.ukpeter.brandt@justice.gov.ukTel No:- 01935 316 090Mobile:-Tel No:- 01935 316 090Mobile:-
07526 99874007526 998740

WHY WE OPPOSE ‘ONE HMPPS’WHY WE OPPOSE ‘ONE HMPPS’ ++

Posted on: Posted on: 3 April 20233 April 2023

Attached to this bulletin you will find the full text of a letter which the three unions have sent this week toAttached to this bulletin you will find the full text of a letter which the three unions have sent this week to
HMPPS setting out why we are so opposed to ‘One HMPPS’. In summary we are against the proposalsHMPPS setting out why we are so opposed to ‘One HMPPS’. In summary we are against the proposals
because:because:

WHAT WE ARE CALLING FOR INSTEADWHAT WE ARE CALLING FOR INSTEAD

Instead of bringing the Probation Service into scope of One HMPPS, we are asking HMPPS to:Instead of bringing the Probation Service into scope of One HMPPS, we are asking HMPPS to:

Probation does not need another change initiativeProbation does not need another change initiative■■

Probation’s identity and independence is weaker now in HMPPS than at any time postProbation’s identity and independence is weaker now in HMPPS than at any time post
TR, and both will decline further if the One HMPPS proposals are implemented.TR, and both will decline further if the One HMPPS proposals are implemented.

■■

The creation of 6 HMPPS Mega Regions in England will damage Probation relationshipsThe creation of 6 HMPPS Mega Regions in England will damage Probation relationships
with local statutory partners, take probation further away from service users and ridewith local statutory partners, take probation further away from service users and ride
roughshod over devolution of services to local democratic control.roughshod over devolution of services to local democratic control.

■■

The proposal to create an Area Executive Director role for each Mega Region will createThe proposal to create an Area Executive Director role for each Mega Region will create
an expensive and unnecessary layer of civil service bureaucracy at a time when thean expensive and unnecessary layer of civil service bureaucracy at a time when the
front line is screaming for more resources.front line is screaming for more resources.

■■

The priority for Probation, its service users, our members and communities is the futureThe priority for Probation, its service users, our members and communities is the future
of Probation, not the future of HMPPS.of Probation, not the future of HMPPS.

■■

mailto:peter.brandt@justice.gov.uk
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UNIONS LODGE DISPUTE OVER UNSOCIAL HOURS PAYMENTSUNIONS LODGE DISPUTE OVER UNSOCIAL HOURS PAYMENTS

The unions have lodged a dispute with the Probation Service on the following grounds:The unions have lodged a dispute with the Probation Service on the following grounds:

We want a system which is easy for members to claim their unsocial hours. We will update members onWe want a system which is easy for members to claim their unsocial hours. We will update members on
the progress of the dispute.the progress of the dispute.

UNIONS LODGE GEOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENT CLAIMUNIONS LODGE GEOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENT CLAIM

Decouple the review of the cost and function of HMPPS as a non-delivery, non-frontlineDecouple the review of the cost and function of HMPPS as a non-delivery, non-frontline
agency from the future of the Probation Service.agency from the future of the Probation Service.

■■

Reinvest the savings at HMPPS HQ in the Probation front lineReinvest the savings at HMPPS HQ in the Probation front line■■

Retain and strengthen a standalone Probation function within HMPPSRetain and strengthen a standalone Probation function within HMPPS■■

Reinstate the Director General Probation roleReinstate the Director General Probation role■■

Reinstate line management of Regional Probation Directors by the Chief ProbationReinstate line management of Regional Probation Directors by the Chief Probation
OfficerOfficer

■■

Retain the current Probation Service Regional StructureRetain the current Probation Service Regional Structure■■

Undertake a detailed demand management review of the work of probation to alignUndertake a detailed demand management review of the work of probation to align
function with available staffing capacity, including a review of the relevant legislationfunction with available staffing capacity, including a review of the relevant legislation

■■

Guarantee the job security of all current Probation Service staffGuarantee the job security of all current Probation Service staff■■

Review whether the existing Probation Service pay and conditions package is fit forReview whether the existing Probation Service pay and conditions package is fit for
purpose in light of the continued staffing crisis and failure to close the recruitment gappurpose in light of the continued staffing crisis and failure to close the recruitment gap

■■

The current system for claiming unsocial hours for periods of annual leave is overlyThe current system for claiming unsocial hours for periods of annual leave is overly
onerous on staff and the required management oversight and sign off does not subjectonerous on staff and the required management oversight and sign off does not subject
the claims to any checks or safeguards.the claims to any checks or safeguards.

■■

There is no basis for the employer re-claiming the annualised Un-Social Hours paymentThere is no basis for the employer re-claiming the annualised Un-Social Hours payment
from UPW staff for the period of April 2022 to October 2022, as consequence offrom UPW staff for the period of April 2022 to October 2022, as consequence of
implementing the recent three year pay award. We had reached agreement with theimplementing the recent three year pay award. We had reached agreement with the
employer that guaranteed that affected members would not suffer such deductions,employer that guaranteed that affected members would not suffer such deductions,
which the employer has reneged upon.which the employer has reneged upon.

■■
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The unions have lodged a claim for geographical supplements to replace the market forces paymentsThe unions have lodged a claim for geographical supplements to replace the market forces payments
which were withdrawn by the Probation Service as part of the three-year pay award.which were withdrawn by the Probation Service as part of the three-year pay award.

The claim is for the following:The claim is for the following:

Geographical supplements apply to all staff in the geographical areas concerned, not just certain staffGeographical supplements apply to all staff in the geographical areas concerned, not just certain staff
as was the case with the market forces payments.as was the case with the market forces payments.

JTU09 -2023JTU09 -2023

Jim BartonJim Barton

Executive DirectorExecutive Director

HMPPS Change SROHMPPS Change SRO

(By e-mail)(By e-mail)

29 March 202329 March 2023

Dear Jim,Dear Jim,

One HMPPSOne HMPPS

Thank you for your letter of 15 March concerning the above. The joint unions respond as follows. We do soThank you for your letter of 15 March concerning the above. The joint unions respond as follows. We do so
in on the basis of the information given to us to date, and in the absence yet of any published businessin on the basis of the information given to us to date, and in the absence yet of any published business
case for the One HMPPS proposals.case for the One HMPPS proposals.

We are implacably opposed to the One HMPPS proposals for the following main reasons:We are implacably opposed to the One HMPPS proposals for the following main reasons:

The highest Geographical Supplement rate 1 - £4,045 per annumThe highest Geographical Supplement rate 1 - £4,045 per annum in 2023, to be applied in 2023, to be applied
to all staff working in the counties which border Greater London. These are Berkshire,to all staff working in the counties which border Greater London. These are Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire (including Milton Keynes), Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent and Surrey.Buckinghamshire (including Milton Keynes), Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent and Surrey.

■■

Geographical Supplement rate 2 - £1,910 per annumGeographical Supplement rate 2 - £1,910 per annum in 2023, to be applied to all staff in 2023, to be applied to all staff
working in Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk and Sussex.working in Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk and Sussex.

■■

Geographical Supplement rate 3 - £ 955 per annumGeographical Supplement rate 3 - £ 955 per annum in 2023, to be applied to all staff in 2023, to be applied to all staff
working in Norfolk.working in Norfolk.

■■
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1. 1. Probation does not need another change initiativeProbation does not need another change initiative. In 2014 the government embarked. In 2014 the government embarked
on the totally disastrous TR programme which, despite our warnings, was pursued toon the totally disastrous TR programme which, despite our warnings, was pursued to
the point of near destruction of probation. Reunification in 2021 has not yet bedded in,the point of near destruction of probation. Reunification in 2021 has not yet bedded in,
and HMIP reports since that time have consistently told HMPPS leaders that the serviceand HMIP reports since that time have consistently told HMPPS leaders that the service
is still on its knees. Probation needs a period of stability to put right the damage of TR, tois still on its knees. Probation needs a period of stability to put right the damage of TR, to
resolve its workloads crisis and to get on with the day job.resolve its workloads crisis and to get on with the day job.

2. 2. Probation’s identity and independence is weaker now in HMPPS than at any time postProbation’s identity and independence is weaker now in HMPPS than at any time post
TR, and both will decline further if the One HMPPS proposals are implemented. TR, and both will decline further if the One HMPPS proposals are implemented. TRTR
began this process - successfully destroying the independent professional leadershipbegan this process - successfully destroying the independent professional leadership
of Probation by abolishing the role of Chief Probation Officer. This was followed by aof Probation by abolishing the role of Chief Probation Officer. This was followed by a
creeping mission in NPS over recent years to remove key probation functions fromcreeping mission in NPS over recent years to remove key probation functions from
probation line management. First Approved Premises and now Interventions have beenprobation line management. First Approved Premises and now Interventions have been
taken out of the regional probation management line and redesignated as HQtaken out of the regional probation management line and redesignated as HQ
Directorates.Directorates.

More recently, the senior line management of Probation has been effectively dismantled in the last fewMore recently, the senior line management of Probation has been effectively dismantled in the last few
months, presumably to lay the ground for One HMPPS. We can see this in the following developmentsmonths, presumably to lay the ground for One HMPPS. We can see this in the following developments
and proposals:and proposals:

1. 1. The abolition of the separate DG Probation and DG Prison rolesThe abolition of the separate DG Probation and DG Prison roles

2. 2. The removal of the line management responsibility of the Chief Probation Officer for theThe removal of the line management responsibility of the Chief Probation Officer for the
Regional Probation DirectorsRegional Probation Directors

3. 3. The unilateral attempt at removal of the Chief Probation Officer as chair of the JointThe unilateral attempt at removal of the Chief Probation Officer as chair of the Joint
Negotiating CommitteeNegotiating Committee

4. 4. The demotion of Regional Probation Directors, as Regional leaders, under the proposedThe demotion of Regional Probation Directors, as Regional leaders, under the proposed
role of Area Executive Directorrole of Area Executive Director

We objected to the abolition of the DG Probation, but to no avail. If One HMPPS goes ahead, there will inWe objected to the abolition of the DG Probation, but to no avail. If One HMPPS goes ahead, there will in
effect be no separate probation line management left at all. How would probation be able to assert itseffect be no separate probation line management left at all. How would probation be able to assert its
strategic and operational priorities under the One HMPPS model with no direct probation linestrategic and operational priorities under the One HMPPS model with no direct probation line
management chain?management chain?

We also object to the proposed removal of the Chief Probation Officer as chair of the JNC. This action isWe also object to the proposed removal of the Chief Probation Officer as chair of the JNC. This action is
not within the gift of HMPPS, as we set out below. We ask that you rescind this proposal immediately.not within the gift of HMPPS, as we set out below. We ask that you rescind this proposal immediately.
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In the absence of any line management responsibilities for probation, or responsibility for leading forIn the absence of any line management responsibilities for probation, or responsibility for leading for
HMPPS at the JNC, it is unclear what impact or influence the diminished role of Chief Probation Officer willHMPPS at the JNC, it is unclear what impact or influence the diminished role of Chief Probation Officer will
have within the proposed One HMPPS structure. We would be grateful if you could let us see the jobhave within the proposed One HMPPS structure. We would be grateful if you could let us see the job
description for the Chief Probation Officer going forward, as well as the original JD for the role when itdescription for the Chief Probation Officer going forward, as well as the original JD for the role when it
was first established.was first established.

1. 1. The creation of 6 HMPPS Mega Regions will damage Probation relationships with localThe creation of 6 HMPPS Mega Regions will damage Probation relationships with local
statutory partners, take probation further away from service users and ride roughshodstatutory partners, take probation further away from service users and ride roughshod
over devolution of services to local democratic control. over devolution of services to local democratic control. The proposal to compress theThe proposal to compress the
existing 11 Probation Regions and Wales, which are coherent in geographical andexisting 11 Probation Regions and Wales, which are coherent in geographical and
administrative terms, into 6 new HMPPS Mega Regions and Wales flies in the face of alladministrative terms, into 6 new HMPPS Mega Regions and Wales flies in the face of all
logic. We can only assume that this is about saving money for HMMPS by cuttinglogic. We can only assume that this is about saving money for HMMPS by cutting
regional administrative and managerial roles and their costs from the probationregional administrative and managerial roles and their costs from the probation
budget. These roles are essential. As HMIP has pointed out, administrative andbudget. These roles are essential. As HMIP has pointed out, administrative and
managerial staff are as much part of the front line as any other staff working in themanagerial staff are as much part of the front line as any other staff working in the
Regions.Regions.

Probation is a local service which depends on close working relationships with statutory partners: localProbation is a local service which depends on close working relationships with statutory partners: local
government, YOTS, police forces, courts and the health service. TR began the dismantling of localgovernment, YOTS, police forces, courts and the health service. TR began the dismantling of local
partnership working and local accountability, and it looks like One HMPPS aims to complete the mission.partnership working and local accountability, and it looks like One HMPPS aims to complete the mission.
This will be a disaster for probation, its service users and the communities which rely on probation toThis will be a disaster for probation, its service users and the communities which rely on probation to
keep them safe.keep them safe.

We will defer to Police and Crime Commissioners and elected Mayors in respect of their views of theWe will defer to Police and Crime Commissioners and elected Mayors in respect of their views of the
Mega Region proposal, but how such huge regions facilitate the ability of local democratic leaders toMega Region proposal, but how such huge regions facilitate the ability of local democratic leaders to
influence the service is beyond us.influence the service is beyond us.

1. 1. The proposal to create an Area Executive Director role for each Mega Region will createThe proposal to create an Area Executive Director role for each Mega Region will create
an expensive and unnecessary layer of civil service bureaucracy at a time when thean expensive and unnecessary layer of civil service bureaucracy at a time when the
front line is screaming for more resourcesfront line is screaming for more resources. What makes HMPPS think that these roles,. What makes HMPPS think that these roles,
which failed in previous reform attempts when they were called Regional Offenderwhich failed in previous reform attempts when they were called Regional Offender
Managers (ROMS) and then later Directors of Offender Management (DOMS), are goingManagers (ROMS) and then later Directors of Offender Management (DOMS), are going
to work this time? All the historical evidence tells you that this is a failed concept. If youto work this time? All the historical evidence tells you that this is a failed concept. If you
have evidence to the contrary, we would be grateful if you could let us see it. We makehave evidence to the contrary, we would be grateful if you could let us see it. We make
the additional point that inserting another senior civil service managerial level will makethe additional point that inserting another senior civil service managerial level will make
it harder, rather than easier, to forge links with much more locally based statutoryit harder, rather than easier, to forge links with much more locally based statutory
partners.partners.
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2. 2. The priority for Probation, its service users, our members and communities is theThe priority for Probation, its service users, our members and communities is the
future of Probation, not the future of HMPPSfuture of Probation, not the future of HMPPS . We recognise that HMPPS is under pressure. We recognise that HMPPS is under pressure
to justify its existence and must reinvent itself to save the MOJ money. As a non-to justify its existence and must reinvent itself to save the MOJ money. As a non-
delivery, non-frontline agency we understand that you are under pressure. However, wedelivery, non-frontline agency we understand that you are under pressure. However, we
do not believe that the removal of an independent probation function is a price worthdo not believe that the removal of an independent probation function is a price worth
paying to keep some form of HMPPS afloat.paying to keep some form of HMPPS afloat.

At a time when HMIP is regularly reporting the crisis in probation staffing and its impact on serviceAt a time when HMIP is regularly reporting the crisis in probation staffing and its impact on service
delivery, the introspective work on One HMPPS is at best a distraction and at worst fiddling while Romedelivery, the introspective work on One HMPPS is at best a distraction and at worst fiddling while Rome
burns.burns.

Here is just one recent example of what His Majesty’s Chief Inspector for Probation said about the serviceHere is just one recent example of what His Majesty’s Chief Inspector for Probation said about the service
in the recently published ‘Offender Management in Custody – Post Release in the recently published ‘Offender Management in Custody – Post Release (March 2023)(March 2023) ::

Probation services face several challenges, including a significant shortage of staff. On average, probation regionsProbation services face several challenges, including a significant shortage of staff. On average, probation regions
have 30 per cent fewer practitioners than they require to carry out resettlement work with prison leavers. This situationhave 30 per cent fewer practitioners than they require to carry out resettlement work with prison leavers. This situation
is compounded by shortages of probation services officers and administrative staff. As a result, there is insufficientis compounded by shortages of probation services officers and administrative staff. As a result, there is insufficient
capacity to build relationships with prisoners before they are released, or to complete timely referrals for housingcapacity to build relationships with prisoners before they are released, or to complete timely referrals for housing
support.support.

In February 2023In February 2023 , following an inspection of the East Midlands Region, HM Chief Inspector wrote to the, following an inspection of the East Midlands Region, HM Chief Inspector wrote to the
Regional Probation Director in the following terms:Regional Probation Director in the following terms:

There is acknowledgement that staffing levels (18 per cent vacancies, according to SOP data, although, as notedThere is acknowledgement that staffing levels (18 per cent vacancies, according to SOP data, although, as noted
previously, the region disputes this figure) are not able to deliver a service to required expectations consistently. Therepreviously, the region disputes this figure) are not able to deliver a service to required expectations consistently. There
is also an acknowledgement that this brings risks to the outcomes from regional service delivery.’is also an acknowledgement that this brings risks to the outcomes from regional service delivery.’

‘The unease around the relationship between staffing levels and practice was shared by regional staff. Of those who‘The unease around the relationship between staffing levels and practice was shared by regional staff. Of those who
responded to our survey, almost two thirds of them felt that the workload was unmanageable and only 12 per centresponded to our survey, almost two thirds of them felt that the workload was unmanageable and only 12 per cent
thought that staffing was sufficient.’thought that staffing was sufficient.’

‘Particular gaps in staffing, such as within the quality team (78 per cent vacancy rate) and unpaid work team (45 per‘Particular gaps in staffing, such as within the quality team (78 per cent vacancy rate) and unpaid work team (45 per
cent vacancy rate), also had a negative impact on corresponding activity during our PDU inspections.’cent vacancy rate), also had a negative impact on corresponding activity during our PDU inspections.’

We could go on, with many more HMIP examples, but if these warnings are being heard in high places,We could go on, with many more HMIP examples, but if these warnings are being heard in high places,
One HMPPS is not the right response.One HMPPS is not the right response.

Instead of putting time, energy and resources into the future of HMPPS, the government should beInstead of putting time, energy and resources into the future of HMPPS, the government should be
seeking to better address demand management and resourcing for the Probation Service. Our membersseeking to better address demand management and resourcing for the Probation Service. Our members
are at breaking point over unsustainable workloads. We need action to address this to protect our bothare at breaking point over unsustainable workloads. We need action to address this to protect our both
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our members and community safety. The money which is being spent to deliver One HMPPS would beour members and community safety. The money which is being spent to deliver One HMPPS would be
better spent on the probation front line.better spent on the probation front line.

1. 1. Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC)Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC)

In your letter you claim that One HMPPS: ‘…In your letter you claim that One HMPPS: ‘…will not change the existing JNC Framework and the collectivewill not change the existing JNC Framework and the collective
bargaining agreements that are in place.bargaining agreements that are in place. ’’

However, HMPPS has already decided to unilaterally change the JNC chairing arrangements without theHowever, HMPPS has already decided to unilaterally change the JNC chairing arrangements without the
agreement of the unions. The JNC constitution is very clear that the committee will be chaired by theagreement of the unions. The JNC constitution is very clear that the committee will be chaired by the
HMPPS Executive Director of the Probation Service; the role which subsequently became the ChiefHMPPS Executive Director of the Probation Service; the role which subsequently became the Chief
Probation Officer.Probation Officer.

Clause 14 of the JNC constitution sets out:Clause 14 of the JNC constitution sets out:

This constitution will be kept under review by both sides. Any changes can only be made by mutual agreement at JNCThis constitution will be kept under review by both sides. Any changes can only be made by mutual agreement at JNC
levellevel..

We therefore expect the employer side chair to continue to be discharged by the Chief Probation Officer.We therefore expect the employer side chair to continue to be discharged by the Chief Probation Officer.
Your proposals to remove the Chief Probation Officer as employer chair of the JNC further reinforces ourYour proposals to remove the Chief Probation Officer as employer chair of the JNC further reinforces our
strongly held belief that probation is being effectively written out of decision making and influence instrongly held belief that probation is being effectively written out of decision making and influence in
One HMPPS.One HMPPS.

1. 1. An Alternative Vision to One HMPPSAn Alternative Vision to One HMPPS

As joint unions we warned that TR would not work. It went ahead. It failed. We warned that privatising APAs joint unions we warned that TR would not work. It went ahead. It failed. We warned that privatising AP
double waking night cover would not work. It went ahead. It failed. We warned that OMIC would not work.double waking night cover would not work. It went ahead. It failed. We warned that OMIC would not work.
It went ahead. It failed. There is a pattern here.It went ahead. It failed. There is a pattern here.

This is our warning that One HMPPS will not work for probation. If you go ahead with it, it will not work toThis is our warning that One HMPPS will not work for probation. If you go ahead with it, it will not work to
turn probation’s fortunes around. It may succeed in more limited terms to redefine the role/size of HMPPSturn probation’s fortunes around. It may succeed in more limited terms to redefine the role/size of HMPPS
and to justify its existence going forward, but there is nothing here to help probation, which is our priority.and to justify its existence going forward, but there is nothing here to help probation, which is our priority.

So instead of bringing the Probation Service into scope of One HMPPS, we ask you to do the followingSo instead of bringing the Probation Service into scope of One HMPPS, we ask you to do the following
please:please:

Decouple your review of the cost and function of HMPPS as a non-delivery, non-frontlineDecouple your review of the cost and function of HMPPS as a non-delivery, non-frontline
agency from the future of the Probation Service.agency from the future of the Probation Service.

■■
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1. 1. Information RequestsInformation Requests

We have asked for the following information to enable us to better understand the One HMPPS proposals:We have asked for the following information to enable us to better understand the One HMPPS proposals:

Reinvest the savings you are being asked to make at HMPPS HQ in the Probation frontReinvest the savings you are being asked to make at HMPPS HQ in the Probation front
lineline

■■

Retain and strengthen a standalone Probation function within HMPPSRetain and strengthen a standalone Probation function within HMPPS■■

Reinstate the DG Probation roleReinstate the DG Probation role■■

Reinstate line management of Regional Probation Directors by the Chief ProbationReinstate line management of Regional Probation Directors by the Chief Probation
OfficerOfficer

■■

Retain the current Probation Service Regional StructureRetain the current Probation Service Regional Structure■■

Undertake a detailed demand management review of the work of probation to alignUndertake a detailed demand management review of the work of probation to align
function with available staffing capacity, including a review of the relevant legislationfunction with available staffing capacity, including a review of the relevant legislation

■■

Guarantee the job security of all current Probation Service staffGuarantee the job security of all current Probation Service staff■■

Review whether the existing Probation Service pay and conditions package is fit forReview whether the existing Probation Service pay and conditions package is fit for
purpose in light of the continued staffing crisis and failure to close the recruitment gappurpose in light of the continued staffing crisis and failure to close the recruitment gap

■■

Existing operating costs of the Probation ServiceExisting operating costs of the Probation Service■■

Existing operating costs of the Prison ServiceExisting operating costs of the Prison Service■■

Existing operating costs of HMPPS HQExisting operating costs of HMPPS HQ■■

Proposed operating costs of the Probation Service under One HMPPSProposed operating costs of the Probation Service under One HMPPS■■

Proposed operating costs of the Prison Service under One HMPPSProposed operating costs of the Prison Service under One HMPPS■■

Proposed operating costs of the HMPPS HQ under One HMPPSProposed operating costs of the HMPPS HQ under One HMPPS■■

Cost of the One HMPPS re-organisation programme, with external managementCost of the One HMPPS re-organisation programme, with external management
consultant costs identified separatelyconsultant costs identified separately

■■

Business case for One HMPPSBusiness case for One HMPPS■■
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The unions look forward to receiving this information, and to taking the matters raised in this letterThe unions look forward to receiving this information, and to taking the matters raised in this letter
forward in discussion with you and colleagues as a matter of urgency.forward in discussion with you and colleagues as a matter of urgency.

Your sincerely,Your sincerely,

Ian Lawrence Ben Priestley George GeorgiouIan Lawrence Ben Priestley George Georgiou

General Secretary National Officer National OfficerGeneral Secretary National Officer National Officer

Napo UNISON GMB/SCOOOPNapo UNISON GMB/SCOOOP

Cc: Kim Thornden-Edwards, Chief Probation OfficerCc: Kim Thornden-Edwards, Chief Probation Officer

Francis Stuart, HMPPS Head of Employee RelationsFrancis Stuart, HMPPS Head of Employee Relations

GMB/SCOOP - News BulletinGMB/SCOOP - News Bulletin ++

Posted on: Posted on: 17 March 202317 March 2023

Welcome to new membersWelcome to new members

And again, I would like to welcome new members who will be receiving this bulletin for the first time. OurAnd again, I would like to welcome new members who will be receiving this bulletin for the first time. Our
membership is steadily growing, mostly through word of mouth from existing members. Please do talk tomembership is steadily growing, mostly through word of mouth from existing members. Please do talk to
any of your colleagues who are not a member and promote the union.any of your colleagues who are not a member and promote the union.

Timing of BulletinsTiming of Bulletins

You will no doubt notice that there is no fixed point in the month that I send these bulletins out. I try to getYou will no doubt notice that there is no fixed point in the month that I send these bulletins out. I try to get
one prepared each month, but you will appreciate that in the ever changing world of probation there isone prepared each month, but you will appreciate that in the ever changing world of probation there is
always a new pressing issue or a matter that we are about to go into discussion about. I hope this timingalways a new pressing issue or a matter that we are about to go into discussion about. I hope this timing
is about right for you.is about right for you.

One HMPPSOne HMPPS

The unions spent two days in Petty France discussing the One HMPPS project. This was not formalThe unions spent two days in Petty France discussing the One HMPPS project. This was not formal
negotiation or consultation but a chance to talk about the proposals and for us to ask questions aboutnegotiation or consultation but a chance to talk about the proposals and for us to ask questions about

One HMPPS risk registerOne HMPPS risk register■■
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them. At this stage we are waiting for more information relating to questions that we asked and so I willthem. At this stage we are waiting for more information relating to questions that we asked and so I will
not go into any specific details.not go into any specific details.

What is clear is that the One HMPPS project is one of a number of initiatives that are in progress at theWhat is clear is that the One HMPPS project is one of a number of initiatives that are in progress at the
moment which could affect our members in HMPPS. We are aware that the phrase “One HMPPS” hasmoment which could affect our members in HMPPS. We are aware that the phrase “One HMPPS” has
been used in connection with other programmes and are seeking clarity on the scope of the One HMPPSbeen used in connection with other programmes and are seeking clarity on the scope of the One HMPPS
project.project.

Operation Safeguard updateOperation Safeguard update

Operation Safeguard itself appears to have had quite a low profile in the Probation Service as it relates toOperation Safeguard itself appears to have had quite a low profile in the Probation Service as it relates to
accommodating individuals in the Police cells for the first night.accommodating individuals in the Police cells for the first night.

However, when it was first raised in the context of prison overcrowding, it became clear that additionalHowever, when it was first raised in the context of prison overcrowding, it became clear that additional
measures would be brought to bear on the reduction of the prison population. To date the initiatives thatmeasures would be brought to bear on the reduction of the prison population. To date the initiatives that
have been published are the review of the Executive release of recalled prisoners and the potentialhave been published are the review of the Executive release of recalled prisoners and the potential
extension of the period of HDC from 4.5 month to 6 months. If the latter is approved by Parliament thereextension of the period of HDC from 4.5 month to 6 months. If the latter is approved by Parliament there
will be an increase in requests for HDC assessments in June, July, and August, when the Probationwill be an increase in requests for HDC assessments in June, July, and August, when the Probation
Service is traditionally under pressure due to staff annual leave.Service is traditionally under pressure due to staff annual leave.

There will also be a pressure on Probation staff to secure accommodation for those individuals who doThere will also be a pressure on Probation staff to secure accommodation for those individuals who do
not have a suitable address to be discharged to. All of this is potentially uncosted and unresourced work.not have a suitable address to be discharged to. All of this is potentially uncosted and unresourced work.
Please let me know of any issues that you find in your area that arise from these new requests.Please let me know of any issues that you find in your area that arise from these new requests.

Service reforms and potential consequences for Sentence Management.Service reforms and potential consequences for Sentence Management.

You will see from a Joint union statement that we are continuing to engage, with but also resist, theYou will see from a Joint union statement that we are continuing to engage, with but also resist, the
proposed changes to the Programmes structure. What is apparent is that the HMPPS structure isproposed changes to the Programmes structure. What is apparent is that the HMPPS structure is
extremely complex, no doubt prompting the One HMPPS project, with multiple departments and workextremely complex, no doubt prompting the One HMPPS project, with multiple departments and work
streams. Of concern to us is that each project appears to have the ability to draw its own parametersstreams. Of concern to us is that each project appears to have the ability to draw its own parameters
and so existing work can either be omitted from a review or be moved else whereby default. The removaland so existing work can either be omitted from a review or be moved else whereby default. The removal
of the specialist staff who work with people convicted of sexual offences is a clear example of this.of the specialist staff who work with people convicted of sexual offences is a clear example of this.
Experience tells me that this work invariably falls back to the sentence management teams, often withExperience tells me that this work invariably falls back to the sentence management teams, often with
no additional resources.no additional resources.

You asked / we did:You asked / we did:

Stand by payments: We are continuing to raise the issue with the employers reStand by payments: We are continuing to raise the issue with the employers re
standardised use and definitions of Standby.standardised use and definitions of Standby.

■■

Vouchers for those on Tier 2 standby over Christmas. I have written to the RPDs askingVouchers for those on Tier 2 standby over Christmas. I have written to the RPDs asking
that they consider giving vouchers to those staff who were on call over the Christmasthat they consider giving vouchers to those staff who were on call over the Christmas

■■
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Kind Regards,Kind Regards,

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative

GMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETINGMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETIN ++

Posted on: Posted on: 28 February 202328 February 2023

Welcome to new membersWelcome to new members
Yet again I would like to welcome new members to the union. Please remember to talk to colleagues whoYet again I would like to welcome new members to the union. Please remember to talk to colleagues who
are not a member of the Union and promote it to them. The more members we have the stronger ourare not a member of the Union and promote it to them. The more members we have the stronger our
voice and the more I can represent the views of the senior leaders of Probation.voice and the more I can represent the views of the senior leaders of Probation.

Hearing your voice.Hearing your voice.
I have now held a number of local meetings with groups of members and was at the senior leader’sI have now held a number of local meetings with groups of members and was at the senior leader’s
conference in Cardiff, where I have the chance to catch up with a few members. Next year I hope to holdconference in Cardiff, where I have the chance to catch up with a few members. Next year I hope to hold
a more formal meeting.a more formal meeting.

and new year period when the Approved Premises estate gave vouchers to their staff.and new year period when the Approved Premises estate gave vouchers to their staff.
Some have indicated that they have given vouchers and other have not. It is ultimatelySome have indicated that they have given vouchers and other have not. It is ultimately
the RDPs decision whether to do so.the RDPs decision whether to do so.

Pensions. I was asked to provide more information to members about the ProbationPensions. I was asked to provide more information to members about the Probation
Pension scheme. I would strongly encourage all those who have yet to do so to registerPension scheme. I would strongly encourage all those who have yet to do so to register
with the Greater Manchester Pension Fund with the Greater Manchester Pension Fund www.gmpf.org.ukwww.gmpf.org.uk. They have a number of. They have a number of
drop in sessions and provide a wealth of information. Please look there in the firstdrop in sessions and provide a wealth of information. Please look there in the first
instance and if you think there is anything more bespoke that you need let me knowinstance and if you think there is anything more bespoke that you need let me know
and I can ask them if there is anything that they can provide for Probation staff.and I can ask them if there is anything that they can provide for Probation staff.

■■

Specific Job description for Deputy Heads of Service. I am working with a group ofSpecific Job description for Deputy Heads of Service. I am working with a group of
members who are currently working to the Senior Operational Support Manager (SOSM)members who are currently working to the Senior Operational Support Manager (SOSM)
job description and feel that this does not reflect their day to day activity. We will bejob description and feel that this does not reflect their day to day activity. We will be
working with HMPPS to get this reviewed. If any other members are in the Deputy Headworking with HMPPS to get this reviewed. If any other members are in the Deputy Head
of Service role would like to be included in the messages and consultation about thisof Service role would like to be included in the messages and consultation about this
matter, please get in touch.matter, please get in touch.

■■

http://www.gmpf.org.uk/
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The key messages I am receiving relate to the volume of work that is expected of managers in theThe key messages I am receiving relate to the volume of work that is expected of managers in the
service and the real concerns about the loss of experienced staff from teams, with examples being givenservice and the real concerns about the loss of experienced staff from teams, with examples being given
from all of the regions of teams with the majority of staff with less than 2 years’ experience and thefrom all of the regions of teams with the majority of staff with less than 2 years’ experience and the
numbers of PQiPs in each team without the experienced staff to provide the support and mentoring thatnumbers of PQiPs in each team without the experienced staff to provide the support and mentoring that
they require.they require.

I am also hearing of the stress caused to members and their staff about the fear that they have on aI am also hearing of the stress caused to members and their staff about the fear that they have on a
daily basis that they have missed some key action relating to either a staff member or person underdaily basis that they have missed some key action relating to either a staff member or person under
supervision or a change in practice or policy and that this will be discovered by a subsequentsupervision or a change in practice or policy and that this will be discovered by a subsequent
investigation.investigation.

It was also good to hear colleagues feeling free to talk about their concerns and seeing other membersIt was also good to hear colleagues feeling free to talk about their concerns and seeing other members
talk to them about their own experiences and that they were able to support each other in that way. Italk to them about their own experiences and that they were able to support each other in that way. I
would ask that we all remember to make time to have that call with colleagues to check out how theywould ask that we all remember to make time to have that call with colleagues to check out how they
are. I know that being a senior leader can be quite a lonely experience dealing with complex confidentialare. I know that being a senior leader can be quite a lonely experience dealing with complex confidential
staffing issues and other colleagues have similarly expressed that feeling of aloneness.staffing issues and other colleagues have similarly expressed that feeling of aloneness.

Operation Safeguard updateOperation Safeguard update
We have received a couple of briefings about the use of Police cells as part of Operation Safeguard. It isWe have received a couple of briefings about the use of Police cells as part of Operation Safeguard. It is
clear that the pressure on parts of the prison estate is quite demanding and is unlikely to end in the shortclear that the pressure on parts of the prison estate is quite demanding and is unlikely to end in the short
term.term.

It is likely, that as work is undertaken to either promote the use of community sentences or move throughIt is likely, that as work is undertaken to either promote the use of community sentences or move through
the prison estate, that work will increase for the Probation Service. We do not expect any pressure to bethe prison estate, that work will increase for the Probation Service. We do not expect any pressure to be
brought to bear on staff to do anything that could compromise public safety such as the imposition of abrought to bear on staff to do anything that could compromise public safety such as the imposition of a
high level of threshold for the assessment whether to recall, a lack of scrutiny of HDC accommodation orhigh level of threshold for the assessment whether to recall, a lack of scrutiny of HDC accommodation or
reduction of level of risk in OASys to facilitate moves through the prison categorisation process. Philreduction of level of risk in OASys to facilitate moves through the prison categorisation process. Phil
Copple has given his assurance that public protection will remain paramount throughout and that noCopple has given his assurance that public protection will remain paramount throughout and that no
such pressure will occur.such pressure will occur.

MeetingsMeetings
The unions held a second meeting with the Minister, Damian Hinds, where we repeated our concernsThe unions held a second meeting with the Minister, Damian Hinds, where we repeated our concerns
about the number of change activities that are being undertaken at the moment and the need toabout the number of change activities that are being undertaken at the moment and the need to
maintain stability and the desire to work with the employer to seek resolution to the very complexmaintain stability and the desire to work with the employer to seek resolution to the very complex
problem facing the Probation Service at the moment. Following on we held a second meeting with Kimproblem facing the Probation Service at the moment. Following on we held a second meeting with Kim
Thornden-Edwards and Kilvinder Vigurs specifically to address our concerns about the pressures facedThornden-Edwards and Kilvinder Vigurs specifically to address our concerns about the pressures faced
by staff in London. GMB will work jointly with NAPO, Unison and the Employers to identify realisticby staff in London. GMB will work jointly with NAPO, Unison and the Employers to identify realistic
approaches to address these issues, recognising that there are no easy solutions that could be quicklyapproaches to address these issues, recognising that there are no easy solutions that could be quickly
implemented. Also, we recognise that a number of pressures, for example the supervision of cases onimplemented. Also, we recognise that a number of pressures, for example the supervision of cases on
PSS, that would need primary legislation to change if they are to be removed, and so are not within thePSS, that would need primary legislation to change if they are to be removed, and so are not within the
gift of the employer; but could be looked at should the government wish to change the legislation. Allgift of the employer; but could be looked at should the government wish to change the legislation. All
suggestions would be gratefully received to better inform our work.suggestions would be gratefully received to better inform our work.
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You asked/we did:You asked/we did:

Individual representationIndividual representation
I have reviewed my records and have supported over 20 individuals to date with a range of matters.I have reviewed my records and have supported over 20 individuals to date with a range of matters.
Please feel free to get in touch if there is anything that you think I can support you with, if only to talkPlease feel free to get in touch if there is anything that you think I can support you with, if only to talk
though the options that you are weighting up. Please don’t think you are alone.though the options that you are weighting up. Please don’t think you are alone.

Kind Regards,Kind Regards,

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative
peter.brandt@justice.gov.ukpeter.brandt@justice.gov.uk

PAY PROBLEMS NEED RESOLVINGPAY PROBLEMS NEED RESOLVING ++

Posted on: Posted on: 28 February 202328 February 2023

The Trade Unions are currently engaging with the employer over concerns around sessional pay, theThe Trade Unions are currently engaging with the employer over concerns around sessional pay, the
deduction of the annualised unsocial hours payments from the pay award between April and October ofdeduction of the annualised unsocial hours payments from the pay award between April and October of
2022, and the onerous and complicated method of claiming unsocial hours for periods of annual leave.2022, and the onerous and complicated method of claiming unsocial hours for periods of annual leave.

Stand by payments: We are continuing to raise the issue with the employers reStand by payments: We are continuing to raise the issue with the employers re
standardised use and definitions of Standby.standardised use and definitions of Standby.

■■

One HMPPS changes and how it affects our members. We continue to ask for clarity onOne HMPPS changes and how it affects our members. We continue to ask for clarity on
how the One HMPPS project will impact on staff. You can see that we are working hard tohow the One HMPPS project will impact on staff. You can see that we are working hard to
understand the total impact. I understand that this was gone into in greater detail atunderstand the total impact. I understand that this was gone into in greater detail at
the senior leaders’ conference. It would be good to hear your personal feedback tothe senior leaders’ conference. It would be good to hear your personal feedback to
inform the position GMB SCOOP takes going forward.inform the position GMB SCOOP takes going forward.

■■

Vouchers for those on Tier 2 standby over Christmas. We have asked and continue toVouchers for those on Tier 2 standby over Christmas. We have asked and continue to
chase the decision to award vouchers to some staff on duty over the Christmas andchase the decision to award vouchers to some staff on duty over the Christmas and
New Year period and not others. We believe this to be unfair and if one group is to getNew Year period and not others. We believe this to be unfair and if one group is to get
vouchers, all should. I now understand that this is a decision that could be taken by thevouchers, all should. I now understand that this is a decision that could be taken by the
RPDs. I have written to them all asking that they pay the vouchers to the Tier 2 staff onRPDs. I have written to them all asking that they pay the vouchers to the Tier 2 staff on
call and have had a mixed response. I am happy to pursue with your RPD if they havecall and have had a mixed response. I am happy to pursue with your RPD if they have
decided not to pay the voucher. Can you let me know if you would like me to do so.decided not to pay the voucher. Can you let me know if you would like me to do so.

■■

mailto:peter.brandt@justice.gov.uk
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SESSIONAL PAY BELOW NATIONAL LIVING WAGESESSIONAL PAY BELOW NATIONAL LIVING WAGE
The Trade Unions have discovered that there is a disparity of sessional pay rates between Regions withThe Trade Unions have discovered that there is a disparity of sessional pay rates between Regions with
some Regions paying less than the National Living Wage of £9.50/hour! This is of course unlawful.some Regions paying less than the National Living Wage of £9.50/hour! This is of course unlawful.

We believe that we have already got a negotiated rate for the job and that sessional pay should reflectWe believe that we have already got a negotiated rate for the job and that sessional pay should reflect
the negotiated rate and be consistent across England and Wales. We are currently working to ensurethe negotiated rate and be consistent across England and Wales. We are currently working to ensure
that anyone who has been paid sessional pay below the Living Wage receives the appropriatethat anyone who has been paid sessional pay below the Living Wage receives the appropriate
remuneration, including any back pay owing.remuneration, including any back pay owing.

The Trade Unions are also committed to ensuring that all existing sessional staff are offered contracts ofThe Trade Unions are also committed to ensuring that all existing sessional staff are offered contracts of
employment, through either an annualised hours contract or dual contract (for current employees), thatemployment, through either an annualised hours contract or dual contract (for current employees), that
will see them benefiting from remuneration at the rate for the job they undertake, plus entitlement towill see them benefiting from remuneration at the rate for the job they undertake, plus entitlement to
annual leave, sick pay and unsocial hours payments.annual leave, sick pay and unsocial hours payments.

UNSOCIAL HOURS ANNUALISED HOURS DEDUCTIONSUNSOCIAL HOURS ANNUALISED HOURS DEDUCTIONS
Unpaid work staff will be aware that the Probation Service had initially misinterpreted the Staff TransferUnpaid work staff will be aware that the Probation Service had initially misinterpreted the Staff Transfer
and Protections agreement and had been paying some staff both the pay protected annualisedand Protections agreement and had been paying some staff both the pay protected annualised
unsocial hours payments they had previously enjoyed with their CRC and also unsocial hours claimedunsocial hours payments they had previously enjoyed with their CRC and also unsocial hours claimed
via SOP for the same periods of work.via SOP for the same periods of work.

However, the unions had reached an agreement with the Probation Service that these overpaymentsHowever, the unions had reached an agreement with the Probation Service that these overpayments
would not be deducted from future salaries, because members had double claimed in good faith withwould not be deducted from future salaries, because members had double claimed in good faith with
encouragement from the employer. We believed that this agreement was evidenced in a letter from theencouragement from the employer. We believed that this agreement was evidenced in a letter from the
Probation Service dated 26/05/2022.Probation Service dated 26/05/2022.

Unfortunately, the backdated 2022 pay award saw many UPW staff suffer large deductions from theirUnfortunately, the backdated 2022 pay award saw many UPW staff suffer large deductions from their
expected pay packets as a result of the employer deducting the overpayments for unsocial hours whichexpected pay packets as a result of the employer deducting the overpayments for unsocial hours which
they had previously encouraged staff to claim. The employer has a different interpretation of thethey had previously encouraged staff to claim. The employer has a different interpretation of the
agreement that we had reached in May of last year.agreement that we had reached in May of last year.

This issue is currently at the Joint Negotiating Committee, which is the forum where your National TradeThis issue is currently at the Joint Negotiating Committee, which is the forum where your National Trade
Union leads meet with the Chief Probation Officer, Directors of Operations and the Director Generals toUnion leads meet with the Chief Probation Officer, Directors of Operations and the Director Generals to
agree terms and conditions of employment and negotiate on issues of concern or dispute. We will keepagree terms and conditions of employment and negotiate on issues of concern or dispute. We will keep
staff updated with any future developments.staff updated with any future developments.

UNSOCIAL HOURS CLAIMED DURING ANNUAL LEAVEUNSOCIAL HOURS CLAIMED DURING ANNUAL LEAVE
The Trade Unions have challenged the current method of claiming unsocial hours when staff are onThe Trade Unions have challenged the current method of claiming unsocial hours when staff are on
annual leave. We believe that paying staff a monthly 7.693% payment, and then using the pay calculator,annual leave. We believe that paying staff a monthly 7.693% payment, and then using the pay calculator,
is not only onerous and overly complicated, but also that this system simply doesn’t give staff the moneyis not only onerous and overly complicated, but also that this system simply doesn’t give staff the money
when they want it.when they want it.
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We believe that this complex and time-consuming process should only be used when people workWe believe that this complex and time-consuming process should only be used when people work
irregular hours and should not be used for salaried staff subject to regular shift patterns.irregular hours and should not be used for salaried staff subject to regular shift patterns.

We are also aware that the existing flawed process has been inconsistently applied across England andWe are also aware that the existing flawed process has been inconsistently applied across England and
Wales and that some staff have not been paid the unsocial hours which are due on their annual leaveWales and that some staff have not been paid the unsocial hours which are due on their annual leave
going back 5 years.going back 5 years.

The Trade Unions have produced a set of principles to govern the payment of unsocial hours that weThe Trade Unions have produced a set of principles to govern the payment of unsocial hours that we
would like to see actioned as a matter of urgency:would like to see actioned as a matter of urgency:

GMB SCOOP: Response To The Recent HMIP SFO ReviewsGMB SCOOP: Response To The Recent HMIP SFO Reviews ++

Posted on: Posted on: 30 January 202330 January 2023

GMB SCOOP notes the content of the two most recent Serious Further Offence reports published by HMIGMB SCOOP notes the content of the two most recent Serious Further Offence reports published by HMI
Probation. GMB SCOOP‘s membership comprises most of the Senior and Chief Officers of Probation. WeProbation. GMB SCOOP‘s membership comprises most of the Senior and Chief Officers of Probation. We

General principles governing the definition of regular earnings should apply, to claimingGeneral principles governing the definition of regular earnings should apply, to claiming
unsocial hours as per national terms and conditionsunsocial hours as per national terms and conditions

■■

Staff should be entitled to all their regular earnings, including unsocial hours, when onStaff should be entitled to all their regular earnings, including unsocial hours, when on
periods of annual leave, special leave and sicknessperiods of annual leave, special leave and sickness

■■

The process used should be consistent, transparent, and equitable for all full time/partThe process used should be consistent, transparent, and equitable for all full time/part
time salaried staff who are required to work unsocial hours as part of their normaltime salaried staff who are required to work unsocial hours as part of their normal
working week. Separate arrangements should apply for MHC and annualised hoursworking week. Separate arrangements should apply for MHC and annualised hours

■■

Unsocial hours payments should be claimed retrospectively via SOPUnsocial hours payments should be claimed retrospectively via SOP■■

Unsocial hours payments should not be withheld, spread out or drip fedUnsocial hours payments should not be withheld, spread out or drip fed■■

Rota'd shifts and their respective value with regard to unsocial hours premiumRota'd shifts and their respective value with regard to unsocial hours premium
payments should apply during periods of annual leave, special leave and sicknesspayments should apply during periods of annual leave, special leave and sickness

■■

Staff should not claim excess hours (overtime) and unsocial hours for the same shiftStaff should not claim excess hours (overtime) and unsocial hours for the same shift■■

Regular excess hours payments (overtime) should apply during periods of annualRegular excess hours payments (overtime) should apply during periods of annual
leave, special leave and sicknessleave, special leave and sickness

■■
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offer our condolences to the families and friends of the victims of these horrendous murders.offer our condolences to the families and friends of the victims of these horrendous murders.

We note that there are several recommendations to improve practice in the improvement plan which ifWe note that there are several recommendations to improve practice in the improvement plan which if
implemented we hope will serve to improve the quality of our work.implemented we hope will serve to improve the quality of our work.

As stated, the Probation Service is experiencing a long-term staffing and workload crisis with someAs stated, the Probation Service is experiencing a long-term staffing and workload crisis with some
teams and regions well below the numbers of experienced staff required to manage caseloads safely.teams and regions well below the numbers of experienced staff required to manage caseloads safely.

We welcome the new recruits to the service but are concerned by the number of experienced staff whoWe welcome the new recruits to the service but are concerned by the number of experienced staff who
are leaving. Each recruit requires considerable time in finding suitable cases for them to hold, to beare leaving. Each recruit requires considerable time in finding suitable cases for them to hold, to be
trained and mentored and have their work quality assured and countersigned. This is done by Seniortrained and mentored and have their work quality assured and countersigned. This is done by Senior
Probation Officers and experienced practitioners. Whilst we have seen the increase in trainee ProbationProbation Officers and experienced practitioners. Whilst we have seen the increase in trainee Probation
Officers (PQiPs), until very recently there was no uplift in Senior Probation Officers. Typically, a SeniorOfficers (PQiPs), until very recently there was no uplift in Senior Probation Officers. Typically, a Senior
Probation Officer should lead a team of between 10 to 15 full time Probation staff and so for each cohortProbation Officer should lead a team of between 10 to 15 full time Probation staff and so for each cohort
of 1500 new recruits there should have been an increase of between 100 to 150 Senior Probation Officers.of 1500 new recruits there should have been an increase of between 100 to 150 Senior Probation Officers.
This has not happened. Where new Senior Probation Officers are appointed, they necessarily come fromThis has not happened. Where new Senior Probation Officers are appointed, they necessarily come from
the already stretched and depleted pool of experienced Probation Officers.the already stretched and depleted pool of experienced Probation Officers.

Work related stress accounts for approximately 43% of the working days lost to the service. For aWork related stress accounts for approximately 43% of the working days lost to the service. For a
probation staff member to actually seek medical support and get signed off as unfit to work is a difficultprobation staff member to actually seek medical support and get signed off as unfit to work is a difficult
personal decision as we all want to work hard to undertake our job to the best of our ability reducingpersonal decision as we all want to work hard to undertake our job to the best of our ability reducing
further offences and encouraging individuals to change their lives to become productive and positivefurther offences and encouraging individuals to change their lives to become productive and positive
members of our communities. There are inevitably staff in work today whose health and effectiveness ismembers of our communities. There are inevitably staff in work today whose health and effectiveness is
compromised by their workload and lack of support.compromised by their workload and lack of support.

GMB SCOOP sees staff shortages, high workloads and a loss of experienced staff as one of the biggestGMB SCOOP sees staff shortages, high workloads and a loss of experienced staff as one of the biggest
threats to the Probation Service. We are campaigning forthreats to the Probation Service. We are campaigning for

The responsibility for the crimes committed by individuals sits fully with them. For them to be supportedThe responsibility for the crimes committed by individuals sits fully with them. For them to be supported
and managed safely in the community those entrusted with the task need to have the capacity toand managed safely in the community those entrusted with the task need to have the capacity to

all the published recommendations to be implementedall the published recommendations to be implemented■■

an increase in establishmentsan increase in establishments■■

improvements in pay, terms and conditionsimprovements in pay, terms and conditions■■

a comprehensive plan to reduce work related stressa comprehensive plan to reduce work related stress■■

support staff in the workplacesupport staff in the workplace■■

all grades to have an equitable and achievable workloadall grades to have an equitable and achievable workload■■
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undertake full risk assessments, coordinate with others involved with their supervision and develop plansundertake full risk assessments, coordinate with others involved with their supervision and develop plans
to be put in place should the risk of harm to others increase.to be put in place should the risk of harm to others increase.

We urge all Senior and Chief Officers of Probation to assist in this endeavour.We urge all Senior and Chief Officers of Probation to assist in this endeavour.

GMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETINGMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETIN ++

Posted on: Posted on: 20 January 202320 January 2023

New Years HonoursNew Years Honours

For members who have not already noticed we are pleased to announce that Will Jones received an MBEFor members who have not already noticed we are pleased to announce that Will Jones received an MBE
in the New Year’s honours list. The citation was “Lately National Officer for the GMB Senior and Chiefin the New Year’s honours list. The citation was “Lately National Officer for the GMB Senior and Chief
Officers of Probation Trade Union. For Public Service”. Will worked hard both in the Union representingOfficers of Probation Trade Union. For Public Service”. Will worked hard both in the Union representing
Staff and through his career in Probation. It is well deserved.Staff and through his career in Probation. It is well deserved.

Welcome to new membersWelcome to new members

Yet again I’d like to welcome new members to the union.Yet again I’d like to welcome new members to the union.

Local meetingsLocal meetings

I have started to arrange meetings locally with groups of members. Membership across the ProbationI have started to arrange meetings locally with groups of members. Membership across the Probation
divisions varies a bit and so when I do meet with you it would be good to hear your ideas for how we candivisions varies a bit and so when I do meet with you it would be good to hear your ideas for how we can
better engage so that I can better represent your views and how we can promote membership in areasbetter engage so that I can better represent your views and how we can promote membership in areas
in which we are underrepresented.in which we are underrepresented.

Consultations and discussionsConsultations and discussions

The list of subjects that we are in discussion about is still quite extensive so to keep this bulletinThe list of subjects that we are in discussion about is still quite extensive so to keep this bulletin
comparatively short I will focus on the main issues that we are facing.comparatively short I will focus on the main issues that we are facing.

One HMPPS.One HMPPS. We continue to try to engage with the employer but are having difficulty in getting a clear We continue to try to engage with the employer but are having difficulty in getting a clear
understanding of the scope of the project. A number of initiatives appear to now be branded as part ofunderstanding of the scope of the project. A number of initiatives appear to now be branded as part of
the One HMPPS vision without being in the scope of the project. A good example is the Next Generationthe One HMPPS vision without being in the scope of the project. A good example is the Next Generation
Programmes project detailed below. Our concern is that the project further embeds the ProbationProgrammes project detailed below. Our concern is that the project further embeds the Probation
Service in the Civil Service and all the resultant constraints placed upon us with the inevitable statementService in the Civil Service and all the resultant constraints placed upon us with the inevitable statement
“That’s not the way we do things in the Civil Service” and the lack of recognition that the Probation“That’s not the way we do things in the Civil Service” and the lack of recognition that the Probation
Service has its own processes and procedure.Service has its own processes and procedure.
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The Next Generation Programmes.The Next Generation Programmes. The proposal appears to be an amalgamation of the programmes The proposal appears to be an amalgamation of the programmes
delivered in the community to a single programme and the creation of a single group of Band 3 staffdelivered in the community to a single programme and the creation of a single group of Band 3 staff
who will deliver all of the programmes and structured interventions. The evidence base for this decisionwho will deliver all of the programmes and structured interventions. The evidence base for this decision
appears to be sparce or completely lacking and does not take into account the previous position ofappears to be sparce or completely lacking and does not take into account the previous position of
requiring the staff who deliver the sex offender programme to be the most experienced and qualified.requiring the staff who deliver the sex offender programme to be the most experienced and qualified.
The stated rationale is that there are too many programmes in HMPPS. There are 21 of which 17 areThe stated rationale is that there are too many programmes in HMPPS. There are 21 of which 17 are
delivered in prisons and 4 in the community. We are also concerned that under the One HMPPS banner,delivered in prisons and 4 in the community. We are also concerned that under the One HMPPS banner,
though not part of the programme, the decision will be to create as single team delivering on boththough not part of the programme, the decision will be to create as single team delivering on both
custody and the community as is set out in the TOM for Wales. A final concern is that the creation of acustody and the community as is set out in the TOM for Wales. A final concern is that the creation of a
separate, group of staff for which there is no requirement to hold a probation qualifications could at aseparate, group of staff for which there is no requirement to hold a probation qualifications could at a
later date lead to “market testing” or privatisations of this key element of our work.later date lead to “market testing” or privatisations of this key element of our work.

The 6 month pay increment dispute.The 6 month pay increment dispute. The employer maintains that under the 2018 pay agreement and The employer maintains that under the 2018 pay agreement and
introduction of CBF the right to a pay increment has been removed from those new to the post throughintroduction of CBF the right to a pay increment has been removed from those new to the post through
new employment or promotion who have been in post for less than 6 months on the first of April. We donew employment or promotion who have been in post for less than 6 months on the first of April. We do
not accept that this has been agreed with the Unions. The consequence of this is that those who will notnot accept that this has been agreed with the Unions. The consequence of this is that those who will not
get an increment the following April need not partake in CBF for that year so we will have large numberget an increment the following April need not partake in CBF for that year so we will have large number
of staff new to post who will not need to evidence their competence. Any PQiP who qualifies after 1of staff new to post who will not need to evidence their competence. Any PQiP who qualifies after 1
October is be deemed to have been promoted and so not eligible for an incremental rise the following 1October is be deemed to have been promoted and so not eligible for an incremental rise the following 1
April. Looking the pay deal a PQiP who qualified in October 2022 will reman on the bottom of the payApril. Looking the pay deal a PQiP who qualified in October 2022 will reman on the bottom of the pay
scale in 2025 as the previous bottom of the pay scale will have been removed. We feel that this isscale in 2025 as the previous bottom of the pay scale will have been removed. We feel that this is
manifestly unfair and a misapplication of the pay progression process and will not contribute to themanifestly unfair and a misapplication of the pay progression process and will not contribute to the
retention levels that were one of the driving forces for the pay offer made by the employer.retention levels that were one of the driving forces for the pay offer made by the employer.

Future location of the Probation ServiceFuture location of the Probation Service

We and our sister unions do not feel that the right place for the governance of the probation Service isWe and our sister unions do not feel that the right place for the governance of the probation Service is
within the Civil Service and are working with other stakeholders to look at alternative governancewithin the Civil Service and are working with other stakeholders to look at alternative governance
structures which places the Probation Service in a more locally accountable position. I would welcomestructures which places the Probation Service in a more locally accountable position. I would welcome
you views and any examples that you might have of potential structures either form within England andyou views and any examples that you might have of potential structures either form within England and
Wales or other legislatures that we could look to understand more fully and propose as viable models.Wales or other legislatures that we could look to understand more fully and propose as viable models.

You asked / we did:You asked / we did:

Stand by payments: We are continuing to raise the issue with the employers reStand by payments: We are continuing to raise the issue with the employers re
standardised use and definitions of Standby.standardised use and definitions of Standby.

■■

One HMPPS changes and how it affects our members. We continue to ask for clarity onOne HMPPS changes and how it affects our members. We continue to ask for clarity on
how the One HMPPS project will impact on staff. You can see that we are working hard tohow the One HMPPS project will impact on staff. You can see that we are working hard to
understand the total impactunderstand the total impact

■■
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Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative

Noticeboard Bulletin - 23-06-2022Noticeboard Bulletin - 23-06-2022 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 23 June 202223 June 2022

Role and MembershipRole and Membership
This is my third month in the National Rep role, and I have continued to represent GMB/SCOOPThis is my third month in the National Rep role, and I have continued to represent GMB/SCOOP
members and meet with senior probation leaders across the country to promote our interests.members and meet with senior probation leaders across the country to promote our interests.
Please also promote the work of GMB/SCOOP to your colleagues who are not already members. It isPlease also promote the work of GMB/SCOOP to your colleagues who are not already members. It is
through our membership that we increase our influence and design the new Probation Service.through our membership that we increase our influence and design the new Probation Service.
I am continuing to review and refresh the membership list to make sure that it is kept up to date. AsI am continuing to review and refresh the membership list to make sure that it is kept up to date. As
a result, I have included as many Justice email addresses as possible. Should you not wish us to usea result, I have included as many Justice email addresses as possible. Should you not wish us to use
your justice email address or wish to have a second email address used as well, please let me knowyour justice email address or wish to have a second email address used as well, please let me know
and I will amend our records.and I will amend our records.
Harmonisation, Pay and Civil Service 25Harmonisation, Pay and Civil Service 25
Work is progressing on three major pieces of work, the first being the harmonisation of staff not yetWork is progressing on three major pieces of work, the first being the harmonisation of staff not yet
aligned to probation terms and conditions or roles in the HMPPS or wider MOJ. As you can imaginealigned to probation terms and conditions or roles in the HMPPS or wider MOJ. As you can imagine
there is lots of communication back and forth on the exact detail of the offer which hopefully willthere is lots of communication back and forth on the exact detail of the offer which hopefully will
come out shortly to those affected.come out shortly to those affected.
The second big piece of work that we are involved in is the negotiations around pay and pay reform.The second big piece of work that we are involved in is the negotiations around pay and pay reform.
The employers have received our pay claim we are in the middle of negotiation. The talks are beingThe employers have received our pay claim we are in the middle of negotiation. The talks are being

The recording of sensitive staff information in Delius as part of the Home Visits riskThe recording of sensitive staff information in Delius as part of the Home Visits risk
assessment form has been raised and we are seeking clarity with the minimumassessment form has been raised and we are seeking clarity with the minimum
expectation that there is a clear overriding principle that no staff personal sensitiveexpectation that there is a clear overriding principle that no staff personal sensitive
information will ever be required to be stored in Delius, or indeed any information aboutinformation will ever be required to be stored in Delius, or indeed any information about
the staff member other than would be expected to be stored in relation to theirthe staff member other than would be expected to be stored in relation to their
professional contact with the individual subject to supervision.professional contact with the individual subject to supervision.

■■

Vouchers for those on Tier 2 standby over Christmas. We have asked and continue toVouchers for those on Tier 2 standby over Christmas. We have asked and continue to
chase the decision to award vouchers to some staff on duty over the Christmas andchase the decision to award vouchers to some staff on duty over the Christmas and
New Year period and not others. We believe this to be unfair and if one group is to getNew Year period and not others. We believe this to be unfair and if one group is to get
vouchers, all should.vouchers, all should.

■■
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conducted jointly with all three unions and we are looking for a fair deal for all staff.conducted jointly with all three unions and we are looking for a fair deal for all staff.
A third major piece of work that will commence shortly is the Civil Service 25 project, looking atA third major piece of work that will commence shortly is the Civil Service 25 project, looking at
returning the civil service to 2016 levels over the next 3 years. We have yet to commence any formalreturning the civil service to 2016 levels over the next 3 years. We have yet to commence any formal
talks with the employers over this matter.talks with the employers over this matter.
HMIP ReportsHMIP Reports
We have now had six HMI Probation reports published, the results of which are disappointing, butWe have now had six HMI Probation reports published, the results of which are disappointing, but
there are inconsistences both between and within the reports. We have prepared a response tothere are inconsistences both between and within the reports. We have prepared a response to
these which is posted on the GMB Probation notice board.these which is posted on the GMB Probation notice board.
Whilst the reports acknowledge that the service has come through an unprecedented pandemic andWhilst the reports acknowledge that the service has come through an unprecedented pandemic and
unification, we are concerned that not enough weight is given to the fact that we continued tounification, we are concerned that not enough weight is given to the fact that we continued to
deliver as good a service as possible at immense personal emotional cost; and many factors relatingdeliver as good a service as possible at immense personal emotional cost; and many factors relating
to staffing levels, vetting etc are outside of the control of the PDU Heads.to staffing levels, vetting etc are outside of the control of the PDU Heads.
We continue to be consulted on policy and strategy changes and critically respond as appropriate.We continue to be consulted on policy and strategy changes and critically respond as appropriate.
Individually we are also supporting a number of members and responding to queries as they arise.Individually we are also supporting a number of members and responding to queries as they arise.
June is Pride month, and we hope members had a happy and peaceful June and we are proud toJune is Pride month, and we hope members had a happy and peaceful June and we are proud to
stand by each and every one to live our lives as we wish without fear of harm or prejudice.stand by each and every one to live our lives as we wish without fear of harm or prejudice.
Please feel free to share this bulletin with your colleagues. If they are not members, they can simplyPlease feel free to share this bulletin with your colleagues. If they are not members, they can simply
join online at https://www.gmb.org.ukjoin online at https://www.gmb.org.uk
Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative
peter.brandt@justice.gov.uk ☏ 01935 316 090peter.brandt@justice.gov.uk ☏ 01935 316 090

GMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETINGMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETIN ++

Posted on: Posted on: 21 November 202221 November 2022

WelcomeWelcome

Once more I can welcome new members to GMB/SCOOP. Please spread the word with colleagues whoOnce more I can welcome new members to GMB/SCOOP. Please spread the word with colleagues who
are not members, as the more members we have the greater our voice.are not members, as the more members we have the greater our voice.

Local LiaisonLocal Liaison

I intend to start to hold local meetings with members on a probation divisional level to see if we canI intend to start to hold local meetings with members on a probation divisional level to see if we can
begin to build more local links for support. I have already had a volunteer from the Wales Division tobegin to build more local links for support. I have already had a volunteer from the Wales Division to
become a link between members and myself. This will allow us to look at themes across divisions andbecome a link between members and myself. This will allow us to look at themes across divisions and
build solidarity.build solidarity.

CampaignsCampaigns
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Stress and mental healthStress and mental health

I am working on the issues of stress and anxiety in the workplace. This is described in several ways in ourI am working on the issues of stress and anxiety in the workplace. This is described in several ways in our
reporting, and I am really concerned that the reported rate of sickness at the September Health andreporting, and I am really concerned that the reported rate of sickness at the September Health and
Safety meeting, due to a cluster of symptoms relating to anxiety, depression and stress, was 101,954 daysSafety meeting, due to a cluster of symptoms relating to anxiety, depression and stress, was 101,954 days
lost and stood at 43% of all reasons staff were away from work for the previous 12 months.lost and stood at 43% of all reasons staff were away from work for the previous 12 months.

This is a big threat to the Probation Service in terms of days lost, harm caused in both the short and longThis is a big threat to the Probation Service in terms of days lost, harm caused in both the short and long
terms and for recruitment and retention.terms and for recruitment and retention.

The HMIP reports show workload and staffing levels to be a major contributory factor to this.The HMIP reports show workload and staffing levels to be a major contributory factor to this.

We have asked that this issue be raised and addressed as a matter of urgency with a very clear planWe have asked that this issue be raised and addressed as a matter of urgency with a very clear plan
from the leadership as to how this will be addressed urgently.from the leadership as to how this will be addressed urgently.

Any information that you may have to support this campaign would be welcome and of course treatedAny information that you may have to support this campaign would be welcome and of course treated
anonymously. anonymously. 

Annex A consultationsAnnex A consultations

We are also currently in consultation over the following:We are also currently in consultation over the following:

Asymptomatic Covid TestingAsymptomatic Covid Testing■■

Consultation on Administrative Controls Process for Public Sector ExitsConsultation on Administrative Controls Process for Public Sector Exits■■

Community Sentence Management Policy FrameworkCommunity Sentence Management Policy Framework■■

CMS guidanceCMS guidance■■

Core Capability FrameworkCore Capability Framework■■

HMPPS Equalities Action PlansHMPPS Equalities Action Plans■■

Next Generation Accredited ProgrammesNext Generation Accredited Programmes■■

Prioritising ProbationPrioritising Probation■■

Resilience Support meetingsResilience Support meetings■■

Exclusion from Working with HMPPSExclusion from Working with HMPPS■■
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Local organisation and communication.Local organisation and communication.

You asked / we didYou asked / we did

  

  

Workload Measurement ToolWorkload Measurement Tool■■

Remote Working OverseasRemote Working Overseas■■

New temporary Health and Safety role in UPWNew temporary Health and Safety role in UPW■■

Professional RegistrationProfessional Registration■■

Covid Sickness management Covid Sickness management ■■

Public Oral Hearing guidancePublic Oral Hearing guidance■■

Working with staff with terminal illnesses.Working with staff with terminal illnesses.■■

I have been asked about the expectations of the standby role as there appears to beI have been asked about the expectations of the standby role as there appears to be
inconsistent practice across the regions. It appears to be a much bigger issue as thereinconsistent practice across the regions. It appears to be a much bigger issue as there
is a lack of clarity about the application of several additional duties or payments. Weis a lack of clarity about the application of several additional duties or payments. We
are collating these to take back to the employers. Any information you can share onare collating these to take back to the employers. Any information you can share on
how standby is rewarded in your region would help us consolidate our argument.how standby is rewarded in your region would help us consolidate our argument.

■■

I have had it fed back to me that the One HMPPS changes have been presented as notI have had it fed back to me that the One HMPPS changes have been presented as not
affecting anyone at PDU level or below. This has formed a part of GMB’s discussion withaffecting anyone at PDU level or below. This has formed a part of GMB’s discussion with
the employers on the need for clear guidance and clarity of message, on thethe employers on the need for clear guidance and clarity of message, on the
assumption that the message will be interpreted and communicated differently acrossassumption that the message will be interpreted and communicated differently across
the regions. We are still awaiting clear responses to these requests.the regions. We are still awaiting clear responses to these requests.

■■

The recording of sensitive staff information in Delius as part of the Home Visits riskThe recording of sensitive staff information in Delius as part of the Home Visits risk
assessment form has been raised and we are seeking clarity with the minimumassessment form has been raised and we are seeking clarity with the minimum
 expectation that there is a clear overriding principle that no staff personal sensitive expectation that there is a clear overriding principle that no staff personal sensitive
information will ever be required to be stored in Delius, or indeed any information aboutinformation will ever be required to be stored in Delius, or indeed any information about

■■
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Personal SupportPersonal Support

I am of course available to any member to have a personal consultation with about any concerns thatI am of course available to any member to have a personal consultation with about any concerns that
they may have and can offer support and advice, including attending meetings with them if required. If Ithey may have and can offer support and advice, including attending meetings with them if required. If I
don’t know the answer, I can always find out who does, and I can also direct members to other servicesdon’t know the answer, I can always find out who does, and I can also direct members to other services
offered by the union.offered by the union.

  

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt

National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative

Reports Of His Majesty’s Inspectorate Of Probation (HMIP)Reports Of His Majesty’s Inspectorate Of Probation (HMIP) ++

Posted on: Posted on: 1 November 20221 November 2022

GMB/SCOOP represents the Senior and Chief Officers of Probation. We have been monitoring the 12GMB/SCOOP represents the Senior and Chief Officers of Probation. We have been monitoring the 12
reports into the work of the Probation Service published by His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation HMIP.reports into the work of the Probation Service published by His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation HMIP.
Two in Wales, two in Kent, Surrey & Sussex, two in East of England, three in the West Midlands region andTwo in Wales, two in Kent, Surrey & Sussex, two in East of England, three in the West Midlands region and
three in the London region. Between them there are 121 recommendations. The recommendations arethree in the London region. Between them there are 121 recommendations. The recommendations are
targeted at PDU, Regional or HMPPS level. They comprise the following 63 PDU (52%) recommendations,targeted at PDU, Regional or HMPPS level. They comprise the following 63 PDU (52%) recommendations,
28 region (23%) recommendations and 30 HMPPS (25%) recommendations.28 region (23%) recommendations and 30 HMPPS (25%) recommendations.

All the reports were published between January and October 2022 following unification of the sentenceAll the reports were published between January and October 2022 following unification of the sentence
management function in Wales in December 2019 and the unification of all services in England andmanagement function in Wales in December 2019 and the unification of all services in England and
Wales into the Probation Service (which sits within the Civil Service in His Majesty’s Prison and ProbationWales into the Probation Service (which sits within the Civil Service in His Majesty’s Prison and Probation
Service (HMPPS)) in June 2021.Service (HMPPS)) in June 2021.

All the reports show a consistent message of low staffing levels and poor quality of assessment forAll the reports show a consistent message of low staffing levels and poor quality of assessment for
keeping others safe. None of them make for comfortable reading and we will take forward the messagekeeping others safe. None of them make for comfortable reading and we will take forward the message
that the Probation Service desperately needs improvementthat the Probation Service desperately needs improvement

GMB/SCOOP has contributed to HMIP’s consultation process on how the performance of the region canGMB/SCOOP has contributed to HMIP’s consultation process on how the performance of the region can
best be reflected in the forthcoming reports, but the results need to be seen as failings of the system andbest be reflected in the forthcoming reports, but the results need to be seen as failings of the system and

the staff member other than would be expected to be stored in relation to theirthe staff member other than would be expected to be stored in relation to their
professional contact with the individual subject to supervision.professional contact with the individual subject to supervision.
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not the PDUs or the staff working within them. They are not autonomous areas that have much say innot the PDUs or the staff working within them. They are not autonomous areas that have much say in
their function but are at best described as small departments of the Civil Service.their function but are at best described as small departments of the Civil Service.

The PDU reporting structure is against two domains: Organisational delivery and Court Work and CaseThe PDU reporting structure is against two domains: Organisational delivery and Court Work and Case
Supervision. Each domain is assessed as Inadequate, Requires Improvement, Good or Outstanding.Supervision. Each domain is assessed as Inadequate, Requires Improvement, Good or Outstanding.
There is a moderation process in place to represent the lowest score as the overall score within domains.There is a moderation process in place to represent the lowest score as the overall score within domains.

The The organisational delivery organisational delivery domain, domain 1, comprises four sub domains of leadership, staff, servicesdomain, domain 1, comprises four sub domains of leadership, staff, services
and Information and facilities.and Information and facilities.

Under the Leadership domain 7 PDUs (58%) were assessed as requiring improvement and 5 PDUs (42%)Under the Leadership domain 7 PDUs (58%) were assessed as requiring improvement and 5 PDUs (42%)
were assessed as inadequate.were assessed as inadequate.

Under the Staff domain 5 PDUs (42%) were assessed as requiring improvement and 7 PDUs (58%) wereUnder the Staff domain 5 PDUs (42%) were assessed as requiring improvement and 7 PDUs (58%) were
assessed as inadequate.assessed as inadequate.

Under the Services domain 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requiring improvement and 10 PDUs (83%)Under the Services domain 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requiring improvement and 10 PDUs (83%)
were assessed as Inadequate.were assessed as Inadequate.

Under the Information and facilities domain 1 PDU (8%) was assessed as good, 10 PDUs (83%) wereUnder the Information and facilities domain 1 PDU (8%) was assessed as good, 10 PDUs (83%) were
assessed as Requiring Improvement and 1 PDU (8%) was assessed as inadequate.assessed as Requiring Improvement and 1 PDU (8%) was assessed as inadequate.

The The Court Work and Case SupervisionCourt Work and Case Supervision domain, domain 2, comprises 5 sub domains. Courtwork, domain, domain 2, comprises 5 sub domains. Courtwork,
Assessment, Planning, Implementation & Delivery and Reviewing.Assessment, Planning, Implementation & Delivery and Reviewing.

Under Courtwork 2 PDUs (18%) were assessed as outstanding, 1 PDU (9%) was assessed as good, 2 PDUsUnder Courtwork 2 PDUs (18%) were assessed as outstanding, 1 PDU (9%) was assessed as good, 2 PDUs
(18%) were assessed as required improvement and 6 PDUs (55%) were assessed as inadequate. 1 PDU(18%) were assessed as required improvement and 6 PDUs (55%) were assessed as inadequate. 1 PDU
does not deliver court work.does not deliver court work.

Under Assessment 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requires improvement and 10 PDUs (835) wereUnder Assessment 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requires improvement and 10 PDUs (835) were
assessed as inadequate.assessed as inadequate.

Under Planning 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requires improvement and 10 PDUs (835) were assessedUnder Planning 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requires improvement and 10 PDUs (835) were assessed
as inadequate.as inadequate.

Under Implementation & delivery 12 PDUs (100%) were assessed as inadequateUnder Implementation & delivery 12 PDUs (100%) were assessed as inadequate

Under Delivery and Reviewing 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requires improvement and 10 PDUs (835)Under Delivery and Reviewing 2 PDUs (17%) were assessed as requires improvement and 10 PDUs (835)
were assessed as inadequate.were assessed as inadequate.

Outcomes were also assessed on the inspections but were not given a rating. However, if they had been,Outcomes were also assessed on the inspections but were not given a rating. However, if they had been,
only 1 PDU (8%) would have been scored as required improvement and 11 PDUs (92%) would have beenonly 1 PDU (8%) would have been scored as required improvement and 11 PDUs (92%) would have been
assessed as inadequate.assessed as inadequate.
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Of the 121 recommendations 15 (12%) relate directly to recruitment and staffing levels including a delay inOf the 121 recommendations 15 (12%) relate directly to recruitment and staffing levels including a delay in
vetting for new staff. This is outside of the control of PDU heads. The lack of staff availability to deliver thevetting for new staff. This is outside of the control of PDU heads. The lack of staff availability to deliver the
service is a direct cause of a number of the other recommendations. 22 (18%) of the recommendationsservice is a direct cause of a number of the other recommendations. 22 (18%) of the recommendations
relate to delivering or assessing quality of service and 15 (12%) relate to staff training. 11 (9%)relate to delivering or assessing quality of service and 15 (12%) relate to staff training. 11 (9%)
recommendations relate to workload management and prioritisation. It must be noted that all reportsrecommendations relate to workload management and prioritisation. It must be noted that all reports
comment on workloads with most staff in most reports stating that it was considered unmanageable bycomment on workloads with most staff in most reports stating that it was considered unmanageable by
the staff in post.the staff in post.

12 (10%) of the recommendations relate to issues with the Commissioned Rehabilitative Services (CRS)12 (10%) of the recommendations relate to issues with the Commissioned Rehabilitative Services (CRS)
contract. Under the new model these services are predominantly contracted by HMPPS on a regionalcontract. Under the new model these services are predominantly contracted by HMPPS on a regional
basis through the Commissioned Rehabilitative Services contract.basis through the Commissioned Rehabilitative Services contract.

The above examples show that the Probation Service has some deep-rooted systemic problemsThe above examples show that the Probation Service has some deep-rooted systemic problems
stemming from lack of trained staff to carry the workload expected of them. This has a compound effectstemming from lack of trained staff to carry the workload expected of them. This has a compound effect
of all staff struggling on a day-by-day basis to allocate work and juggle the commitments expected ofof all staff struggling on a day-by-day basis to allocate work and juggle the commitments expected of
them and therefore unable to undertake the quality assurance work which would drive up quality withinthem and therefore unable to undertake the quality assurance work which would drive up quality within
the service.the service.

The structure of the HMIP reporting process now puts the greatest emphasis on the PDU and the PDUThe structure of the HMIP reporting process now puts the greatest emphasis on the PDU and the PDU
head as responsible for the service delivered. However much of the work undertaken is outside thehead as responsible for the service delivered. However much of the work undertaken is outside the
control of the PDU head as it is managed, contracted, or allocated elsewhere in the Probation Service.control of the PDU head as it is managed, contracted, or allocated elsewhere in the Probation Service.

For all staff in the Probation Service these reports are difficult to read as they do not represent the serviceFor all staff in the Probation Service these reports are difficult to read as they do not represent the service
we wish to deliver. It was in 2011 that the Probation Service nationally won the British Quality Foundationwe wish to deliver. It was in 2011 that the Probation Service nationally won the British Quality Foundation
Gold Medal for excellence, the first time a public sector organisation had won it. The disastrousGold Medal for excellence, the first time a public sector organisation had won it. The disastrous
Transforming Rehabilitation programme served to split the service and it was hoped that the unificationTransforming Rehabilitation programme served to split the service and it was hoped that the unification
would see a remedy to the damaged caused by that programme. The lack of investment in staff can bewould see a remedy to the damaged caused by that programme. The lack of investment in staff can be
seen as the driving factor behind all these reports.seen as the driving factor behind all these reports.

Programmes TOM And Next Generation – Significant DevelopmentsProgrammes TOM And Next Generation – Significant Developments ++

Posted on: Posted on: 11 October 202211 October 2022

Joint statement from Employers and Trade unions:Joint statement from Employers and Trade unions:

Following engagement with the Joint Trade Unions, we have agreed to pause on the Interventions TOMFollowing engagement with the Joint Trade Unions, we have agreed to pause on the Interventions TOM
and Next Generation workshops and engagement with staff pending further dialog with TUs on theand Next Generation workshops and engagement with staff pending further dialog with TUs on the
approach. Our planned All Staff Event on  October 19approach. Our planned All Staff Event on  October 19  will therefore not go ahead at this time. All other will therefore not go ahead at this time. All other
planned workshops and focus groups, including the Job evaluation Scheme (JES) workshops will be putplanned workshops and focus groups, including the Job evaluation Scheme (JES) workshops will be put

thth
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on pause. We have agreed to reconvene with the TUs in 2 weeks’ time at which point we will review ouron pause. We have agreed to reconvene with the TUs in 2 weeks’ time at which point we will review our
communication and engagement with staff and share our plans with you.communication and engagement with staff and share our plans with you.

We understand this will be frustrating but we are committed to getting the approach right and as such,We understand this will be frustrating but we are committed to getting the approach right and as such,
please be assured that all decisions on the direction of travel on the future delivery of programmes willplease be assured that all decisions on the direction of travel on the future delivery of programmes will
be reviewed to ensure any concerns from both the TUs and staff are carefully considered.be reviewed to ensure any concerns from both the TUs and staff are carefully considered.

Joint Communication - Parole Changes Working GroupJoint Communication - Parole Changes Working Group

In light of the recent changes to parole processes, a joint working group of HMPPS and Trade UnionIn light of the recent changes to parole processes, a joint working group of HMPPS and Trade Union
colleagues has been established.  The purpose of the group is to reflect on the changes, consider thecolleagues has been established.  The purpose of the group is to reflect on the changes, consider the
implications for staff and process, and make further recommendations regarding the transitionimplications for staff and process, and make further recommendations regarding the transition
arrangements and ongoing support for staff. In particular, this will include taking stock of how probationarrangements and ongoing support for staff. In particular, this will include taking stock of how probation
practitioners are viewing the change and ensuring there is an ongoing focus on supporting them withpractitioners are viewing the change and ensuring there is an ongoing focus on supporting them with
this and providing reassurance about the continuing professional status of their work going forward. this and providing reassurance about the continuing professional status of their work going forward. 

The new group is being chaired by Angela Cossins (Regional Probation Director for the South West) andThe new group is being chaired by Angela Cossins (Regional Probation Director for the South West) and
includes representatives from recognised Trade Unions together with colleagues from the Probationincludes representatives from recognised Trade Unions together with colleagues from the Probation
Service and HMPPS.Service and HMPPS.

The group convened for the first time on the 4 October where Angela met with lead representatives fromThe group convened for the first time on the 4 October where Angela met with lead representatives from
Napo UNISON and GMB Scoop Other colleagues from the Public Protection group, Employee RelationsNapo UNISON and GMB Scoop Other colleagues from the Public Protection group, Employee Relations
and from the Probation Communications team were also present.and from the Probation Communications team were also present.

During the opening meeting we considered:During the opening meeting we considered:

We acknowledged that developing and improving the oral hearing guidance would be an iterativeWe acknowledged that developing and improving the oral hearing guidance would be an iterative
process as the implications of the new rules emerge. During the meeting, Trade Union colleagues wereprocess as the implications of the new rules emerge. During the meeting, Trade Union colleagues were
very keen to indicate the anxieties the changes have raised with members/ staff and expressed theirvery keen to indicate the anxieties the changes have raised with members/ staff and expressed their
desire that the group work jointly through the professional implications of the changes as well as ensuredesire that the group work jointly through the professional implications of the changes as well as ensure
that support for staff is in place. Angela Cossins agreed that these were very important considerationsthat support for staff is in place. Angela Cossins agreed that these were very important considerations

The terms of reference for the work of the group (which were agreed)The terms of reference for the work of the group (which were agreed)■■

The recently published guidance on oral hearingsThe recently published guidance on oral hearings■■

The changes in respect of the option for public hearings to take place and guidanceThe changes in respect of the option for public hearings to take place and guidance
neededneeded

■■

Trade Union colleagues’ concern regarding the impact on staff of this and the supportTrade Union colleagues’ concern regarding the impact on staff of this and the support
being put in placebeing put in place

■■
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and would certainly form part of the discussions within the boundaries of the new rules which have beenand would certainly form part of the discussions within the boundaries of the new rules which have been
imposed.imposed.

Angela Cossins gave the commitment that the organisation will be working at pace to provide full clarityAngela Cossins gave the commitment that the organisation will be working at pace to provide full clarity
on guidance. On that basis we agreed that the interim guidance staff receive would need to be a livingon guidance. On that basis we agreed that the interim guidance staff receive would need to be a living
document, subject to improvement. We also agreed that effective communication would be essential todocument, subject to improvement. We also agreed that effective communication would be essential to
ensure staff are clear about the guidance and what it means for them.ensure staff are clear about the guidance and what it means for them.

It was also agreed that we would meet monthly and provide a summary of discussions to probation staffIt was also agreed that we would meet monthly and provide a summary of discussions to probation staff
after each meeting.after each meeting.

Kind Regards,Kind Regards,

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative
peter.brandt@gmb.org.ukpeter.brandt@gmb.org.uk

GMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETINGMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETIN ++

Posted on: Posted on: 4 October 20224 October 2022

WelcomeWelcome

Yet again I have the opportunity to welcome new members to the Union. Please spread the word withYet again I have the opportunity to welcome new members to the Union. Please spread the word with
colleagues who are not members, as the more members we have the greater our voice can be heard.colleagues who are not members, as the more members we have the greater our voice can be heard.
The change in Prime Minister and ministerial team and the death of the Queen and the two significantThe change in Prime Minister and ministerial team and the death of the Queen and the two significant
ballots appears to have caused a temporary reduction in consultation with us. I expect the work to pickballots appears to have caused a temporary reduction in consultation with us. I expect the work to pick
up swiftly once the new ministers take up their roles.up swiftly once the new ministers take up their roles.

Pay and Harmonisation BallotsPay and Harmonisation Ballots

The results of the two ballots we have run have already been communicated via Joint Statements by theThe results of the two ballots we have run have already been communicated via Joint Statements by the
recognised trade Unions. The results were as follows:recognised trade Unions. The results were as follows:

Harmonisation offer:      35% accept        65% reject          Offer rejectedHarmonisation offer:      35% accept        65% reject          Offer rejected

Pay offer:                          94% accept        6% reject            Offer acceptedPay offer:                          94% accept        6% reject            Offer accepted
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Staff who have left the organisation since 1 April 2022 will be entitled to their back pay, however this mayStaff who have left the organisation since 1 April 2022 will be entitled to their back pay, however this may
not automatically be paid to them. They will need to contact SSCL to request this. If you know of anynot automatically be paid to them. They will need to contact SSCL to request this. If you know of any
former colleague in this position, please pass on this advice.former colleague in this position, please pass on this advice.

SOS single view in Parole processSOS single view in Parole process

We remain in an ongoing dialogue with HMPPS following the legal challenge to the decision by DominicWe remain in an ongoing dialogue with HMPPS following the legal challenge to the decision by Dominic
Raab to stop probation making recommendations in parole reports. At the moment there is littleRaab to stop probation making recommendations in parole reports. At the moment there is little
movement from HMPPS on its stated position, but we continue to seek dialogue and change.movement from HMPPS on its stated position, but we continue to seek dialogue and change.

Civil Service 25 and One HMPPSCivil Service 25 and One HMPPS

We are now in talks with the employer regarding these two matters, though the most pressing discussionWe are now in talks with the employer regarding these two matters, though the most pressing discussion
at the moment is the one HMPPS project. Whilst we are communicating, we are not anywhere near anyat the moment is the one HMPPS project. Whilst we are communicating, we are not anywhere near any
form of negotiation just receiving and clarifying the messages. As you will be aware a number ofform of negotiation just receiving and clarifying the messages. As you will be aware a number of
statements about the scope of the project have been made and we are looking in detail at what thosestatements about the scope of the project have been made and we are looking in detail at what those
actually mean in practice. A good example of this was one of the original statements made that it wouldactually mean in practice. A good example of this was one of the original statements made that it would
not affect anybody below RPD level, yet on another call, I have had it reported to me, that there is notnot affect anybody below RPD level, yet on another call, I have had it reported to me, that there is not
expected to be any impact at PDU level. If this is the case it will clearly cause concern to our membersexpected to be any impact at PDU level. If this is the case it will clearly cause concern to our members
who operate in the space between PDU and RPDs. Please let me know of any messages you hear orwho operate in the space between PDU and RPDs. Please let me know of any messages you hear or
concerns you have, and I can feed those back to get clarity or challenge.concerns you have, and I can feed those back to get clarity or challenge.

Annex A consultationsAnnex A consultations

We are also currently in consultation over the following:We are also currently in consultation over the following:

Asymptomatic Covid TestingAsymptomatic Covid Testing■■

Community Sentence management Policy FrameworkCommunity Sentence management Policy Framework■■

Core Capability FrameworkCore Capability Framework■■

HMPPS Equalities Action PlansHMPPS Equalities Action Plans■■

Next Generation Accredited ProgrammesNext Generation Accredited Programmes■■

Prioritising ProbationPrioritising Probation■■

Resilience Support meetingsResilience Support meetings■■

Exclusion from Working with HMPPSExclusion from Working with HMPPS■■
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Local organisation and communication.Local organisation and communication.

With the expanding membership list, we do have the opportunity to consider how it is best weWith the expanding membership list, we do have the opportunity to consider how it is best we
communicate. I have had a few offers of members for me to consult with on matters of policy andcommunicate. I have had a few offers of members for me to consult with on matters of policy and
practice, however I am always on the lookout for more. Potentially we could look at where a nominatedpractice, however I am always on the lookout for more. Potentially we could look at where a nominated
regional contact would help or if there is an alternative structure. Please let me know of any concernsregional contact would help or if there is an alternative structure. Please let me know of any concerns
you may have as I am in a position to talk with colleagues across England and Wales and either feedyou may have as I am in a position to talk with colleagues across England and Wales and either feed
into ongoing discussion or raise separately as appropriate.into ongoing discussion or raise separately as appropriate.

You asked / we didYou asked / we did

I propose to add this section to each bulletin to share, as appropriate, requests from members and whatI propose to add this section to each bulletin to share, as appropriate, requests from members and what
we have done about them.we have done about them.

  

Personal SupportPersonal Support

Workload Measurement ToolWorkload Measurement Tool■■

Remote Working OverseasRemote Working Overseas■■

New temporary Health and Safety role in UPWNew temporary Health and Safety role in UPW■■

Professional RegistrationProfessional Registration■■

Covid Sickness management Covid Sickness management ■■

I have been asked about the expectations of the standby role as there appears to beI have been asked about the expectations of the standby role as there appears to be
inconsistent practice across the regions. I have consulted with colleagues in the sisterinconsistent practice across the regions. I have consulted with colleagues in the sister
unions, and it appears to be a much bigger issue as there is a lack of clarity about theunions, and it appears to be a much bigger issue as there is a lack of clarity about the
application of a number additional duties or payments. We are collating these to takeapplication of a number additional duties or payments. We are collating these to take
back to the employersback to the employers

■■

I have had it fed back to me that the One HMPPS changes have been presented as notI have had it fed back to me that the One HMPPS changes have been presented as not
affecting anyone at PDU level or below. This has formed a part of GMB’s discussion withaffecting anyone at PDU level or below. This has formed a part of GMB’s discussion with
the employers on the need for clear guidance and clarity of message, on thethe employers on the need for clear guidance and clarity of message, on the
assumption that the message will be interpreted and communicated differently acrossassumption that the message will be interpreted and communicated differently across
the regions.the regions.

■■
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I am of course available to any member to have a personal consultation with about any concerns thatI am of course available to any member to have a personal consultation with about any concerns that
they may have and can offer support and advice, including attending meetings with them if required. If Ithey may have and can offer support and advice, including attending meetings with them if required. If I
don’t know the answer, I can always find out who does, and I can also direct members to other servicesdon’t know the answer, I can always find out who does, and I can also direct members to other services
offered by the union.offered by the union.

Kind Regards,Kind Regards,

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative

Three Year Pay Offer AcceptedThree Year Pay Offer Accepted ++

Posted on: Posted on: 26 September 202226 September 2022

Following closure of the Probation Unions’ ballots on the three-year pay offer, the results are as follows: Following closure of the Probation Unions’ ballots on the three-year pay offer, the results are as follows: 

Napo                      66% accept / 34% % rejectNapo                      66% accept / 34% % reject

UNISON                 64% accept / 36% % reject UNISON                 64% accept / 36% % reject 

GMB SCOOP          94% accept / 6% reject GMB SCOOP          94% accept / 6% reject 

As a result of the respective trade union ballots, the Trade Union Side (Napo, UNISON and GMB/SCOOP)As a result of the respective trade union ballots, the Trade Union Side (Napo, UNISON and GMB/SCOOP)
has accepted the pay offer on behalf of members.has accepted the pay offer on behalf of members.

  

Large Number of Members Vote to Reject OfferLarge Number of Members Vote to Reject Offer

  

Although all three union ballots were in favour of accepting the offer, a third of Napo and UNISONAlthough all three union ballots were in favour of accepting the offer, a third of Napo and UNISON
members voted to reject the offer and indicated their willingness to take industrial action to seek tomembers voted to reject the offer and indicated their willingness to take industrial action to seek to
improve it. The ballot outcomes should therefore give the employer and Government no comfort. Theimprove it. The ballot outcomes should therefore give the employer and Government no comfort. The
offer was seen by many members as falling well short of the original claim that was jointly submitted byoffer was seen by many members as falling well short of the original claim that was jointly submitted by
the unions. It is inadequate in terms of the current rate of inflation and the huge increases in energythe unions. It is inadequate in terms of the current rate of inflation and the huge increases in energy
costs that our members face this winter.costs that our members face this winter.
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Next StepsNext Steps

  

The unions have advised the employer of the ballot results and have urged them to do everythingThe unions have advised the employer of the ballot results and have urged them to do everything
possible to achieve a pay out in October salaries. Whilst a majority of members have voted to accept thepossible to achieve a pay out in October salaries. Whilst a majority of members have voted to accept the
pay offer, the consultative exercise demonstrates that there are still many issues on which urgentpay offer, the consultative exercise demonstrates that there are still many issues on which urgent
remedial action is required such as:remedial action is required such as:

All of these challenges will require a robust approach by the trade unions going forward. This is why it isAll of these challenges will require a robust approach by the trade unions going forward. This is why it is
important for all staff in Probation to join a trade union. More news on the pay out of year one of the offerimportant for all staff in Probation to join a trade union. More news on the pay out of year one of the offer
will follow as soon as possible.will follow as soon as possible.

Noticeboard Bulletin - 30-08-2022Noticeboard Bulletin - 30-08-2022 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 30 August 202230 August 2022

Dear Colleagues,Dear Colleagues,

HarmonisationHarmonisation

You should have recived a ballot pack, as a GMB/SCOOP member who was employed by a formerYou should have recived a ballot pack, as a GMB/SCOOP member who was employed by a former
Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC) parent organisation, or supply chain organisation, beforeCommunity Rehabilitation Company (CRC) parent organisation, or supply chain organisation, before
transferring to the Probation Service on 26 June 2021, or on 1 February 2022 if you previously worked fortransferring to the Probation Service on 26 June 2021, or on 1 February 2022 if you previously worked for
User Voice, and who is therefore entitled to be balloted by GMB/SCOOP on the forthcoming ProbationUser Voice, and who is therefore entitled to be balloted by GMB/SCOOP on the forthcoming Probation
Service Pay and Conditions Harmonisation proposals.Service Pay and Conditions Harmonisation proposals.

WorkloadsWorkloads■■

StressStress■■

Further attacks on the Profession by way of the Secretary of State single intervention inFurther attacks on the Profession by way of the Secretary of State single intervention in
Parole Board hearingsParole Board hearings

■■

One HMPPS’ proposals that represent the biggest threat to the independence ofOne HMPPS’ proposals that represent the biggest threat to the independence of
Probation since the ill-fated Transforming Rehabilitation programme.Probation since the ill-fated Transforming Rehabilitation programme.

■■
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More info on the offer can be found at the Probation Hub (More info on the offer can be found at the Probation Hub (Welcome Hub (hmppsintranet.org.uk Welcome Hub (hmppsintranet.org.uk andand
at at Harmonisation Updates – Welcome Hub (hmppsintranet.org.uk)Harmonisation Updates – Welcome Hub (hmppsintranet.org.uk)

All 3 trade unions (GMB/SCOOP, NAPO and Unison) are balloting their members to either accept or rejectAll 3 trade unions (GMB/SCOOP, NAPO and Unison) are balloting their members to either accept or reject
this offer. We make no formal recommendation, but we believe this offer is the best that can be achievedthis offer. We make no formal recommendation, but we believe this offer is the best that can be achieved
by negotiation and if rejected could only be improved by sustained industrial action by a majority ofby negotiation and if rejected could only be improved by sustained industrial action by a majority of
members of all three Trade Unions.members of all three Trade Unions.

The ballot opens on Tuesday 30The ballot opens on Tuesday 30  August and closes at noon on Tuesday 20th September. August and closes at noon on Tuesday 20th September.

Please follow the instructions on the ballot paper.Please follow the instructions on the ballot paper.

If you have not recieved a ballot paper or have any queries pleaseIf you have not recieved a ballot paper or have any queries please
contact: contact: peter.brandt@justice.gov.ukpeter.brandt@justice.gov.uk as soon as possible. as soon as possible.

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt

GMB SCOOP National RepGMB SCOOP National Rep
peter.brandt@justice.gov.ukpeter.brandt@justice.gov.uk
Phone number:  +44 (0) 1935 316 090Phone number:  +44 (0) 1935 316 090
Mobile number: 07526 998740Mobile number: 07526 998740

ADVICE TO UPW MEMBERS MINIBUSES AND COVID RISK ASSESSMENTSADVICE TO UPW MEMBERS MINIBUSES AND COVID RISK ASSESSMENTS ++

Posted on: Posted on: 15 August 202215 August 2022

The trade unions are aware of HMPPS intention to re-introduce the use of UPW minibuses without theThe trade unions are aware of HMPPS intention to re-introduce the use of UPW minibuses without the
modifications necessary to improve ventilation within the passenger compartment.modifications necessary to improve ventilation within the passenger compartment.

As part of the exceptional delivery model (EDM), the use of minibuses for transportation of people onAs part of the exceptional delivery model (EDM), the use of minibuses for transportation of people on
probation (PoP) was flagged as a red in relation to the risks of transmission of SARS-CoV. The tradeprobation (PoP) was flagged as a red in relation to the risks of transmission of SARS-CoV. The trade
unions worked with the employer to find solutions which would seek to reduce these risks. A general riskunions worked with the employer to find solutions which would seek to reduce these risks. A general risk
assessment (GRA) to mitigate the risks of covid transmission in UPW minibuses was developed andassessment (GRA) to mitigate the risks of covid transmission in UPW minibuses was developed and
agreed via a partnership working process with the unions. This GRA has continued to be adapted as partagreed via a partnership working process with the unions. This GRA has continued to be adapted as part
of the move away from the UPW EDM. In March of this year further changes were made to the GRA whichof the move away from the UPW EDM. In March of this year further changes were made to the GRA which
the unions accepted with reservations.the unions accepted with reservations.

Following the shift from EDM to normal operations, HMPPS have pushed to get more PoP taking part inFollowing the shift from EDM to normal operations, HMPPS have pushed to get more PoP taking part in
unpaid work activities This has resulted in the original EDM mitigations for minibus use being reduced, aunpaid work activities This has resulted in the original EDM mitigations for minibus use being reduced, a
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new proposed version of the general risk assessment (GRA) and vehicle occupancy levels beingnew proposed version of the general risk assessment (GRA) and vehicle occupancy levels being
increased.increased.

HMPPS identified that there were approximately 100 vehicles that did not meet the requirement of theHMPPS identified that there were approximately 100 vehicles that did not meet the requirement of the
original GRA from March this year for additional ventilation, and subsequently commissioned a jointoriginal GRA from March this year for additional ventilation, and subsequently commissioned a joint
piece of research from the University of Cambridge & HMPPS Science Unit using one vehicle as anpiece of research from the University of Cambridge & HMPPS Science Unit using one vehicle as an
example and making the assumption that all components across the whole vehicle fleet are fullyexample and making the assumption that all components across the whole vehicle fleet are fully
serviceable and delivering optimum performance.serviceable and delivering optimum performance.

HMPPS are now asserting that this research shows that in certain conditions, all UPW vehicles haveHMPPS are now asserting that this research shows that in certain conditions, all UPW vehicles have
sufficient air quality in relation to CO2 levels for them to be reintroduced.sufficient air quality in relation to CO2 levels for them to be reintroduced.

The unions’ health and safety advice is that air quality alone does not indicate a reduced risk of covidThe unions’ health and safety advice is that air quality alone does not indicate a reduced risk of covid
transmission. At a recent meeting the unions put forward suggested mitigations which the employer hastransmission. At a recent meeting the unions put forward suggested mitigations which the employer has
refused to consider but still wishes the trade unions to agree to the modified risk assessment. The unionsrefused to consider but still wishes the trade unions to agree to the modified risk assessment. The unions
have on several occasions asked the employer to seek advice from the HMPPS Health and Wellbeinghave on several occasions asked the employer to seek advice from the HMPPS Health and Wellbeing
team, who advise on public health matters, on the transmission risk controls proposed for the modifiedteam, who advise on public health matters, on the transmission risk controls proposed for the modified
risk assessment, as they did for the original GRA. risk assessment, as they did for the original GRA. 

The trade unions’ request for the involvement of the HMPPS Health and Wellbeing Team was given addedThe trade unions’ request for the involvement of the HMPPS Health and Wellbeing Team was given added
weight by the statement in the University of Cambridge/HMPPS Science Unit research paper whichweight by the statement in the University of Cambridge/HMPPS Science Unit research paper which
states:states:

“This study does not consider the risk associated with having an infectious person inside the vehicle.”“This study does not consider the risk associated with having an infectious person inside the vehicle.”

However, at the time of writing no response to this request has been received and instead the employerHowever, at the time of writing no response to this request has been received and instead the employer
has said they intend to push ahead with the use of these unmodified vehicles.has said they intend to push ahead with the use of these unmodified vehicles.

Given the concerns and the lack of reassurance that the employer is properly protecting staff fromGiven the concerns and the lack of reassurance that the employer is properly protecting staff from
SARS-Cov-2, despite the unions always seeking to engage and seek solutions with the employer, it isSARS-Cov-2, despite the unions always seeking to engage and seek solutions with the employer, it is
therefore with disappointment that we have not been able on this occasion to reach an agreement. Thetherefore with disappointment that we have not been able on this occasion to reach an agreement. The
trade unions are not in a position to support the proposed modifications to the GRA which would result intrade unions are not in a position to support the proposed modifications to the GRA which would result in
the use of unmodified vehicles being used for UPW without additional mitigation in relation to covidthe use of unmodified vehicles being used for UPW without additional mitigation in relation to covid
transmission risk.transmission risk.

The unions expect, and the law requires, that employers ensure that (so far as is reasonably practicable)The unions expect, and the law requires, that employers ensure that (so far as is reasonably practicable)
all steps are taken to ensure a safe and health work environment for both employees and non-all steps are taken to ensure a safe and health work environment for both employees and non-
employees (PoP). This includes considering the short- and long-term risks to health from staff or serviceemployees (PoP). This includes considering the short- and long-term risks to health from staff or service
users developing COVID-19.users developing COVID-19.

Should HMPPS decide to progress with the use of these unmodified vehicles then we would adviseShould HMPPS decide to progress with the use of these unmodified vehicles then we would advise
members to discuss any concerns they may have directly with their manager and local unionmembers to discuss any concerns they may have directly with their manager and local union
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representatives and request a copy of the specific risk assessment for each and any of the minibusesrepresentatives and request a copy of the specific risk assessment for each and any of the minibuses
they are asked to use.they are asked to use.

Those who may be at additional risk such as those with an “individual health plan” should request aThose who may be at additional risk such as those with an “individual health plan” should request a
review of this and pregnant workers who have notified the employer should request a review of theirreview of this and pregnant workers who have notified the employer should request a review of their
individual risk assessment.individual risk assessment.

Branches should contact their union health and safety leads for further advice related to individualBranches should contact their union health and safety leads for further advice related to individual
circumstances and concerns.circumstances and concerns.

GMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETINGMB/SCOOP – NEWS BULLETIN ++

Posted on: Posted on: 9 August 20229 August 2022

Role and MembershipRole and Membership

Again, I would like to welcome the new members to this bulletin. I have a few more senior leaders’ eventsAgain, I would like to welcome the new members to this bulletin. I have a few more senior leaders’ events
to attend. Please continue to promote the Union to your colleagues and if I’m not scheduled to attendto attend. Please continue to promote the Union to your colleagues and if I’m not scheduled to attend
one of you leaders’ events and you would like me to, I will ask your RDP again for a slot at a suitableone of you leaders’ events and you would like me to, I will ask your RDP again for a slot at a suitable
meeting. There are number of benefits individuals and their families can gain from membership, but themeeting. There are number of benefits individuals and their families can gain from membership, but the
most important one is that we can have an informed voice when in discussion with HMPPS. And ofmost important one is that we can have an informed voice when in discussion with HMPPS. And of
course, you have the support of a big union behind you should you need it.course, you have the support of a big union behind you should you need it.

With the holiday season upon us I am prompted to remind colleagues that I am happy to includeWith the holiday season upon us I am prompted to remind colleagues that I am happy to include
personal email address in our mailing lists so that you don’t miss out on important correspondencepersonal email address in our mailing lists so that you don’t miss out on important correspondence
should you be away from work, or indeed look forward to GMB/SCOOP Bulletins as light summer beachshould you be away from work, or indeed look forward to GMB/SCOOP Bulletins as light summer beach
reading.reading.

Pay TalksPay Talks

This slot is intended to update on the pay position which is being discussed this week . The bulletin hasThis slot is intended to update on the pay position which is being discussed this week . The bulletin has
been sent out early in light of the One HMPPS Announcement.been sent out early in light of the One HMPPS Announcement.

SOS single view in Parole processSOS single view in Parole process

We continue to engage with the centre over the decision taken by Dominic Raab to remove the optionWe continue to engage with the centre over the decision taken by Dominic Raab to remove the option
for Probation staff to make recommendations in Parole reports and believe that undermines thefor Probation staff to make recommendations in Parole reports and believe that undermines the
professionalism of Probation colleagues . We have pointed out that the Job description for a Probationprofessionalism of Probation colleagues . We have pointed out that the Job description for a Probation
Officer states:Officer states:
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Whilst GMB has a limited membership of people who directly supervise individuals, we will continue toWhilst GMB has a limited membership of people who directly supervise individuals, we will continue to
champion the profession that we all work in and will seek to protect the professionalism of thechampion the profession that we all work in and will seek to protect the professionalism of the
organisation. We recognise that the process was changed within the law, so our challenge now is toorganisation. We recognise that the process was changed within the law, so our challenge now is to
continue to defend what we see and best practice and seek for legitimate change where needed.continue to defend what we see and best practice and seek for legitimate change where needed.

HarmonisationHarmonisation

We have sent out an extraordinary bulletin to all the members who were employed by ParentWe have sent out an extraordinary bulletin to all the members who were employed by Parent
Organisations or Supply Chain partners at the point of unification who we think at affected by theOrganisations or Supply Chain partners at the point of unification who we think at affected by the
harmonisation negotiations. If you are, and have not received a copy of that bulletin, please let me knowharmonisation negotiations. If you are, and have not received a copy of that bulletin, please let me know
and I will send you a copy. This will ensure that you are included in the harmonisation ballot. This ballot isand I will send you a copy. This will ensure that you are included in the harmonisation ballot. This ballot is
limited to only those affected.limited to only those affected.

Civil Service 25 and One HMPPSCivil Service 25 and One HMPPS

Whilst these two projects appear to be running at the same time and may appear to focus on similarWhilst these two projects appear to be running at the same time and may appear to focus on similar
areas of the organisation the Unions have been informed that the One HMPPS project was in processareas of the organisation the Unions have been informed that the One HMPPS project was in process
before the Civil Service 25 announcement was made.before the Civil Service 25 announcement was made.

Both of these initiatives came as a surprise to the unions and while we have only recently been informedBoth of these initiatives came as a surprise to the unions and while we have only recently been informed
of them, we have not been involved in any negotiations. GMB has made representations with regard Oneof them, we have not been involved in any negotiations. GMB has made representations with regard One
HMPPS as follows:HMPPS as follows:

“GMB is concerned that yet another change is being introduced to the Probation service without a clear“GMB is concerned that yet another change is being introduced to the Probation service without a clear
rationale other than responding to a government whim. We note that we have not seen appraisal ofrationale other than responding to a government whim. We note that we have not seen appraisal of
other options such as move the Probation Service out of the Civil Service onto an alternative structure.other options such as move the Probation Service out of the Civil Service onto an alternative structure.
We also note from other consultations that it appears this idea has been in circulation for some time, butWe also note from other consultations that it appears this idea has been in circulation for some time, but
the unions are only given a few hours to respond.the unions are only given a few hours to respond.

The document states that “the One HMPPS Programme will also allow us to respond positively andThe document states that “the One HMPPS Programme will also allow us to respond positively and
appropriately to cost reduction asks, arising both from our 2021 Spending Review settlement, and moreappropriately to cost reduction asks, arising both from our 2021 Spending Review settlement, and more
recently from Civil Service 2025.” The implication of this statement is that the project was already inrecently from Civil Service 2025.” The implication of this statement is that the project was already in
motion before the proposed cuts to the Civil Service were announced. This was not referenced to themotion before the proposed cuts to the Civil Service were announced. This was not referenced to the
Unions or staff. In fact, most recent communications have been about extending the rollout of parts ofUnions or staff. In fact, most recent communications have been about extending the rollout of parts of
the unification programme, TOM delivery etc due to the staffing shortages and other factors.the unification programme, TOM delivery etc due to the staffing shortages and other factors.

The current unification of the service is by no means complete as the TOM, OMIC and staffing levels areThe current unification of the service is by no means complete as the TOM, OMIC and staffing levels are
nowhere near being consistently delivered. A further change will not inspire staff confidence and willnowhere near being consistently delivered. A further change will not inspire staff confidence and will

To provide professional advice and assessment, including written reports to courts, theTo provide professional advice and assessment, including written reports to courts, the
Parole Board, other criminal justice agencies and partner organisations.Parole Board, other criminal justice agencies and partner organisations.

■■
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threaten the very heart of the organisation, namely those individuals who supervise the people subjectthreaten the very heart of the organisation, namely those individuals who supervise the people subject
to supervision. To simply state that “we do not expect structural changes to have an impact belowto supervision. To simply state that “we do not expect structural changes to have an impact below
PGD/RPD level; and will engage closely with operational leaders to minimise disruption to the front line.,”PGD/RPD level; and will engage closely with operational leaders to minimise disruption to the front line.,”
fails to acknowledge the deep distress and trauma caused to staff by the TR process and subsequentfails to acknowledge the deep distress and trauma caused to staff by the TR process and subsequent
unification. This will be seen as nothing more than the Probation service being subsumed by the Prisonunification. This will be seen as nothing more than the Probation service being subsumed by the Prison
service.service.

We have grave concerns that using the Welsh model as evidence for the changes in England as it fails toWe have grave concerns that using the Welsh model as evidence for the changes in England as it fails to
acknowledge that Wales operates in a different jurisdiction for some laws and under the Welshacknowledge that Wales operates in a different jurisdiction for some laws and under the Welsh
assembly. Neither the financial nor political structure is replicated within England.assembly. Neither the financial nor political structure is replicated within England.

It is not clear that the “greater autonomy afforded to the regions to allow them to innovate, and to buildIt is not clear that the “greater autonomy afforded to the regions to allow them to innovate, and to build
upon local networks to best meet the needs of their local cohorts” will be achieved if the Probationupon local networks to best meet the needs of their local cohorts” will be achieved if the Probation
service remains within the confines of the Civil Service which seeks to control all aspects of delivery.service remains within the confines of the Civil Service which seeks to control all aspects of delivery.

The statement “and that we remove any blockers that stop us being more efficient and effective” wouldThe statement “and that we remove any blockers that stop us being more efficient and effective” would
imply that these are known and impeding efficiency and effectiveness. It would be helpful if these couldimply that these are known and impeding efficiency and effectiveness. It would be helpful if these could
be identified and the illustration of how these would be removed by the stated project and why theybe identified and the illustration of how these would be removed by the stated project and why they
cannot be addressed in an alternative way.cannot be addressed in an alternative way.

There have been innumerable instances of how the Prison service polices and processes asThere have been innumerable instances of how the Prison service polices and processes as
implemented through SSCL and SOP have been shoehorned into Probation practice and these provideimplemented through SSCL and SOP have been shoehorned into Probation practice and these provide
the greatest impediment to the management of the Probation service. The most recent are the inclusionthe greatest impediment to the management of the Probation service. The most recent are the inclusion
of the bleep test into the fast track management scheme or the hastily reviewed exclusion policy whichof the bleep test into the fast track management scheme or the hastily reviewed exclusion policy which
was threatened to be taken forwards without the agreement of the Trade Unions. These microwas threatened to be taken forwards without the agreement of the Trade Unions. These micro
aggressions marginalise and devalue the role of the Probation service on a daily basis.aggressions marginalise and devalue the role of the Probation service on a daily basis.

The Q&A document states “since unification of the Probation services, for the first time all services areThe Q&A document states “since unification of the Probation services, for the first time all services are
operating fully under the HMPPS umbrella”. Whilst this may be correct, they are not “fully operating”.operating fully under the HMPPS umbrella”. Whilst this may be correct, they are not “fully operating”.
Implementing yet another change is unlikely to allow the under delivering parts of the organisation toImplementing yet another change is unlikely to allow the under delivering parts of the organisation to
achieve their full potential. Any standard change model involves deciding on making a change,achieve their full potential. Any standard change model involves deciding on making a change,
implementing it, and reviewing and embedding it. The current change has not yet been fullyimplementing it, and reviewing and embedding it. The current change has not yet been fully
implemented or reviewed so it is not yet clear what elements need further embedding or replacing. Itimplemented or reviewed so it is not yet clear what elements need further embedding or replacing. It
would be helpful to have sight of any accredited evidence which support such a drastic change sowould be helpful to have sight of any accredited evidence which support such a drastic change so
swiftly after the last one.swiftly after the last one.

HMI Probation Inspections.HMI Probation Inspections.

We have responded to the HMPPS consultation on the future structure of HMIP inspections to get a betterWe have responded to the HMPPS consultation on the future structure of HMIP inspections to get a better
picture of how the Regions should be assesses. We broadly welcome the direction of travel as it putspicture of how the Regions should be assesses. We broadly welcome the direction of travel as it puts
greater emphasis on regional structure of the organisation rather than implying that the PDU head isgreater emphasis on regional structure of the organisation rather than implying that the PDU head is
solely responsible for how the PDU is delivering the service. However, I am keen to hear from colleaguessolely responsible for how the PDU is delivering the service. However, I am keen to hear from colleagues
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who have been inspected, or are preparing for inspection, about any concerns that they may have onwho have been inspected, or are preparing for inspection, about any concerns that they may have on
the current process and the proposed changes. I am happy to take anonymised feedback and present itthe current process and the proposed changes. I am happy to take anonymised feedback and present it
on your behalf.on your behalf.

Annex A Consultation an invitation to get involved.Annex A Consultation an invitation to get involved.

I have received some nominations from individuals who are keen to act as subject matter experts onI have received some nominations from individuals who are keen to act as subject matter experts on
areas of practice but am looking for more. If you would like greater say on how the service is developingareas of practice but am looking for more. If you would like greater say on how the service is developing
please do get in touch.please do get in touch.

Direct communication with members.Direct communication with members.

I have been thinking about how I can supplement the bulletins with more direct consultation. With theI have been thinking about how I can supplement the bulletins with more direct consultation. With the
arrival of Teams, it is easy to set up a series of meetings that we can attend. I will think on this more asarrival of Teams, it is easy to set up a series of meetings that we can attend. I will think on this more as
how best to make such events work, the relative size of them and how to ensure that the voice of thehow best to make such events work, the relative size of them and how to ensure that the voice of the
senior leaders is captured. We are a comparatively small part of GMB but there are enough of us tosenior leaders is captured. We are a comparatively small part of GMB but there are enough of us to
make a routine all member Teams meeting potentially unwieldly. Should there be the need for allmake a routine all member Teams meeting potentially unwieldly. Should there be the need for all
member calls, rest assured, we can set them up, but it is the more day to day liaison that I am keen tomember calls, rest assured, we can set them up, but it is the more day to day liaison that I am keen to
develop. Please send me any observations or suggestions that you have for how we can improvedevelop. Please send me any observations or suggestions that you have for how we can improve
communication.communication.

Individual support for membersIndividual support for members

I have been approached by a number of members who have wanted the chance to have a privateI have been approached by a number of members who have wanted the chance to have a private
conversation about individual situations. I am more than happy to provide that service. By and large youconversation about individual situations. I am more than happy to provide that service. By and large you
all know the processes and procedures that apply, but sometimes colleagues just want to have a thirdall know the processes and procedures that apply, but sometimes colleagues just want to have a third
party to use as a sounding board. I have also attended a number of informal and formal processes withparty to use as a sounding board. I have also attended a number of informal and formal processes with
colleagues who have wanted a bit of extra support and have asked for assistance in preparing forcolleagues who have wanted a bit of extra support and have asked for assistance in preparing for
meetings. Where this has worked most successfully is where we have discussed the process that theymeetings. Where this has worked most successfully is where we have discussed the process that they
are in and how they should think about preparing their response and to consider if future representationare in and how they should think about preparing their response and to consider if future representation
from the branch is necessary.from the branch is necessary.

Please feel free to share this bulletin with your colleagues. If they are not members, they can simply joinPlease feel free to share this bulletin with your colleagues. If they are not members, they can simply join
online at online at https://www.gmb.org.ukhttps://www.gmb.org.uk

Peter BrandtPeter Brandt
National GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeNational GMB/SCOOP Representative
peter.brandt@justice.gov.ukpeter.brandt@justice.gov.uk
01935 316 09001935 316 090
Mobile number: 07526 998740Mobile number: 07526 998740

https://www.gmb.org.uk/
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PROBATION PAY NEGOTIATIONS UPDATEPROBATION PAY NEGOTIATIONS UPDATE ++

Posted on: Posted on: 8 July 20228 July 2022

Pay negotiations between Napo, UNISON, GMB SCOOP and senior probation service management havePay negotiations between Napo, UNISON, GMB SCOOP and senior probation service management have
been taking place over the course of June and July. As we anticipated, the discussions have beenbeen taking place over the course of June and July. As we anticipated, the discussions have been
especially challenging set against the background of the government’s punitive public sector pay remit.especially challenging set against the background of the government’s punitive public sector pay remit.

The unions pay claim was for a multi-year pay deal for the Probation Service effective from 1The unions pay claim was for a multi-year pay deal for the Probation Service effective from 1  April 2022. April 2022.
Among other things, this will need to deliver a significant increase in the value of pay points, an end toAmong other things, this will need to deliver a significant increase in the value of pay points, an end to
pay band overlaps and the creation of a salary structure that addresses the huge pay gap between ourpay band overlaps and the creation of a salary structure that addresses the huge pay gap between our
members and workers in comparable public-facing professions outside of the Probation Service.members and workers in comparable public-facing professions outside of the Probation Service.

We have been told by the Probation Minister, the Director General and senior management, thatWe have been told by the Probation Minister, the Director General and senior management, that
improving probation pay is also a top priority, and that they are committed to delivering such a deal.improving probation pay is also a top priority, and that they are committed to delivering such a deal.

Yesterday, Napo and UNISON’s respective negotiating committees considered a full progress report andYesterday, Napo and UNISON’s respective negotiating committees considered a full progress report and
provided democratic oversight of the progress made in the talks so far. The view of both committeesprovided democratic oversight of the progress made in the talks so far. The view of both committees
was that while progress has undoubtedly been made, the parties are still some way apart from finalisingwas that while progress has undoubtedly been made, the parties are still some way apart from finalising
a pay offer that unions would feel able to recommend to their members. At talks today the feedbacka pay offer that unions would feel able to recommend to their members. At talks today the feedback
from yesterday’s meetings of the Napo and UNISON negotiating committees was relayed to thefrom yesterday’s meetings of the Napo and UNISON negotiating committees was relayed to the
employer. There are plans for the unions and employer to continue negotiations next week. GMB repsemployer. There are plans for the unions and employer to continue negotiations next week. GMB reps
have also considered the progress and are committed to providing a single consistent response  withhave also considered the progress and are committed to providing a single consistent response  with
Napo and UNISON.Napo and UNISON.

Next stepsNext steps

As has always been the case, the Joint Trade Union side will seek to exhaust the negotiating process toAs has always been the case, the Joint Trade Union side will seek to exhaust the negotiating process to
try and achieve an offer that we can recommend, but the employer has been left in no doubt that iftry and achieve an offer that we can recommend, but the employer has been left in no doubt that if
necessary we will return to test the strong mandate from our members that caused Napo and UNISON tonecessary we will return to test the strong mandate from our members that caused Napo and UNISON to
lodge a joint trade dispute earlier this year.lodge a joint trade dispute earlier this year.

While we are not in that position yet, we are mindful of the growing anger across many sister tradeWhile we are not in that position yet, we are mindful of the growing anger across many sister trade
unions over public sector pay policy. This has seen a number of unions commence industrial action orunions over public sector pay policy. This has seen a number of unions commence industrial action or
plan for ballots over the coming weeks. The unions will be monitoring the situation carefully and moreplan for ballots over the coming weeks. The unions will be monitoring the situation carefully and more
news will be provided to members as soon as possible.news will be provided to members as soon as possible.

Previous BulletinsPrevious Bulletins

stst
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New Membership RepresentativeNew Membership Representative ++

Posted on: Posted on: 10 March 202210 March 2022

GMB/SCOOP is pleased to announce that GMB/SCOOP is pleased to announce that Peter BrandtPeter Brandt , Head of Service, Bath and North Somerset will be, Head of Service, Bath and North Somerset will be
taking over as the National representative for SCOOP from Will Jones on April 4taking over as the National representative for SCOOP from Will Jones on April 4  2022. 2022.

Will is leaving the Service on April 30Will is leaving the Service on April 30  2022 so the responsibilities will be shared during this month. 2022 so the responsibilities will be shared during this month.

The full-time secondment agreed with the employer will continue until March 2023, and will be reviewedThe full-time secondment agreed with the employer will continue until March 2023, and will be reviewed
during the next year.during the next year.

Peter has provided the following information about himself for members information:Peter has provided the following information about himself for members information:

thth
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Harmonisation Arrangements for former Parent Organisation staffHarmonisation Arrangements for former Parent Organisation staff

GMB/SCOOP welcomes all those former Parent Organisation (PO) staff who have joined GMB as a resultGMB/SCOOP welcomes all those former Parent Organisation (PO) staff who have joined GMB as a result
of the harmonisation process which commenced at the end of last year.of the harmonisation process which commenced at the end of last year.

As you will be aware the three Probation trade unions are involved in negotiations with the employersAs you will be aware the three Probation trade unions are involved in negotiations with the employers
over arrangements for the transfer of PO staff into the Probation Service. GMB/SCOOP is principallyover arrangements for the transfer of PO staff into the Probation Service. GMB/SCOOP is principally
representing those in managerial roles similar to those for whom they have negotiation rights in therepresenting those in managerial roles similar to those for whom they have negotiation rights in the
Probation Service. For some members there will be an onward secondary transfer to other parts of theProbation Service. For some members there will be an onward secondary transfer to other parts of the
HMPPS or MoJ where SCOOP does not have rights but we will be signposting members as to their options.HMPPS or MoJ where SCOOP does not have rights but we will be signposting members as to their options.

Only members of one of the three trade unions will be able to vote on the harmonisation proposals and Only members of one of the three trade unions will be able to vote on the harmonisation proposals and itit
is important that anyone who joins GMB/SCOOP is important that anyone who joins GMB/SCOOP notifies Will Jonesnotifies Will Jones of their membership number of their membership number . If you. If you
know of colleagues who have joined but have not passed their details on, please alert them to do so.know of colleagues who have joined but have not passed their details on, please alert them to do so.

The Probation Programme team will continue to hold update meetings for all those involved in theThe Probation Programme team will continue to hold update meetings for all those involved in the
process and the unions will release details of the proposals when able to do so. Will is happy to discussprocess and the unions will release details of the proposals when able to do so. Will is happy to discuss
this with individual members if required.this with individual members if required.

  

Voluntary RedundancyVoluntary Redundancy

Decisions have been made regarding the second round of VR. The good news is that all staff whoDecisions have been made regarding the second round of VR. The good news is that all staff who
applied were successful in their application. They have until March 28applied were successful in their application. They have until March 28  to confirm their decision to confirm their decision

‘I have worked in Probation since 1989 holding a variety of roles. Initially I was a PSO, qualifying as a‘I have worked in Probation since 1989 holding a variety of roles. Initially I was a PSO, qualifying as a
PO in 1993 and being appointed SPO in 2001. I became an ACO in 2012. In April 2014 I resignedPO in 1993 and being appointed SPO in 2001. I became an ACO in 2012. In April 2014 I resigned
from NAPO and became a member of GMB SCOOP and represented members in negotiations withfrom NAPO and became a member of GMB SCOOP and represented members in negotiations with
the CRC. Most recently I have been a Head of Service in a PDU.the CRC. Most recently I have been a Head of Service in a PDU.

My desire from this role is build SCOOP membership, to represent the Chief Officer grade in nationalMy desire from this role is build SCOOP membership, to represent the Chief Officer grade in national
discussions and negotiations and also provide individual support as required. The value of the uniondiscussions and negotiations and also provide individual support as required. The value of the union
comes from us standing together to model best practice and to champion the values of the service incomes from us standing together to model best practice and to champion the values of the service in
which we all work.’which we all work.’

““

thth
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following receipt of the financial offer. The notice period will be enacted from March 31following receipt of the financial offer. The notice period will be enacted from March 31  and departures and departures
will occur on June 30will occur on June 30 ..

  

Pay NegotiationsPay Negotiations

Pay negotiations for a three year pay deal are under way. This promises to be a challenging undertakingPay negotiations for a three year pay deal are under way. This promises to be a challenging undertaking
given the issues facing our employers and the restrictions on the Treasury.given the issues facing our employers and the restrictions on the Treasury.

The trade unions are very aware of how pay impacts on the recruitment and retention of staff and areThe trade unions are very aware of how pay impacts on the recruitment and retention of staff and are
committed to ensuring that our employers understand the crisis in case management that ten years ofcommitted to ensuring that our employers understand the crisis in case management that ten years of
very little movement in this regard has caused.very little movement in this regard has caused.

  

CBF (Competency Based Framework)CBF (Competency Based Framework)

The first year of CBF commences on April 1The first year of CBF commences on April 1  and this is relevant for all those who are not at the top of and this is relevant for all those who are not at the top of
their pay scale. CBF will determine pay progression in April 2023 and it is important that we engage withtheir pay scale. CBF will determine pay progression in April 2023 and it is important that we engage with
this as both managers and as staff members ourselves.this as both managers and as staff members ourselves.

  

Other Current WorkOther Current Work

Below is a brief summary of other work currently underwayBelow is a brief summary of other work currently underway

1. 1. Survey of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic StaffSurvey of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic Staff

2. 2. Covid Recovery/Winter PlanningCovid Recovery/Winter Planning

3. 3. Modernisation of the Workload Measurement ToolModernisation of the Workload Measurement Tool

4. 4. Grievance Resolution ProcedureGrievance Resolution Procedure

5. 5. JD and JES for various rolesJD and JES for various roles

6. 6. HR Sub CommitteeHR Sub Committee

stst

thth

stst
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7. 7. H&S Sub CommitteeH&S Sub Committee

8. 8. Various Pay IssuesVarious Pay Issues

  

Will JonesWill Jones

GMB/SCOOP RepresentativeGMB/SCOOP Representative

will.jones1@justice.gov.ukwill.jones1@justice.gov.uk

07976 86940707976 869407

MEMBERS’ SOLIDARITY BRINGS EMPLOYER BACK TO PAY NEGOTIATIONSMEMBERS’ SOLIDARITY BRINGS EMPLOYER BACK TO PAY NEGOTIATIONS ++

Posted on: Posted on: 12 November 202112 November 2021

Since the earlier publication of the indicative ballot results rejecting the Government Pay Freeze andSince the earlier publication of the indicative ballot results rejecting the Government Pay Freeze and
derisory 2021-2022 Probation Pay Offer, strenuous efforts have been made to reopen talks on pay withderisory 2021-2022 Probation Pay Offer, strenuous efforts have been made to reopen talks on pay with
the employer.the employer.

The delay has been caused by the need to await the outcomes from the Comprehensive SpendingThe delay has been caused by the need to await the outcomes from the Comprehensive Spending
Review which were published last week. Since the round of Union conferences last month there has alsoReview which were published last week. Since the round of Union conferences last month there has also
been engagement with the new Probation Minister Kit Malthouse and the Director General Amy Rees.been engagement with the new Probation Minister Kit Malthouse and the Director General Amy Rees.
Here it has been made clear that our respective members demand their employer resume engagementHere it has been made clear that our respective members demand their employer resume engagement
on the pay claim and the prospects for a multi-year pay settlement.on the pay claim and the prospects for a multi-year pay settlement.

Latest PositionLatest Position

The fact that talks are now underway again is because of the solidarity shown by members across theThe fact that talks are now underway again is because of the solidarity shown by members across the
three unions in delivering a powerful message - that you have simply had enough of seeing no progressthree unions in delivering a powerful message - that you have simply had enough of seeing no progress
on pay at the same time as workloads being at unsustainable levels.on pay at the same time as workloads being at unsustainable levels.

Three meetings have taken place this week and at Wednesday’s Probation Service Joint NegotiatingThree meetings have taken place this week and at Wednesday’s Probation Service Joint Negotiating
Committee, the unions recorded a strong statement expressing our serious disappointment at the lackCommittee, the unions recorded a strong statement expressing our serious disappointment at the lack
of delivery against a whole series of agreements; some of which extend as far back as the 2018 payof delivery against a whole series of agreements; some of which extend as far back as the 2018 pay
settlement. These include:settlement. These include:

mailto:will.jones1@justice.gov.uk
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The nature of pay negotiations means that it is simply not possible to issue daily reports as to progress,The nature of pay negotiations means that it is simply not possible to issue daily reports as to progress,
but unions are on standby to call their respective Negotiating Committees together at the earliestbut unions are on standby to call their respective Negotiating Committees together at the earliest
opportunity.opportunity.

Trade Dispute and Industrial Action still a real possibilityTrade Dispute and Industrial Action still a real possibility

Despite the welcome resumption of dialogue on pay, these have been difficult discussions against theDespite the welcome resumption of dialogue on pay, these have been difficult discussions against the
backdrop of the government’s pay freeze policy that is extremely hostile to the public service. We arebackdrop of the government’s pay freeze policy that is extremely hostile to the public service. We are
therefore under no illusions about how challenging it will be to elicit an improved pay offer, if at all.therefore under no illusions about how challenging it will be to elicit an improved pay offer, if at all.

This means that all unions are continuing with their contingency planning for an industrial actionThis means that all unions are continuing with their contingency planning for an industrial action
campaign, but as our members would expect, we are at the same time doing all that we can to exhaustcampaign, but as our members would expect, we are at the same time doing all that we can to exhaust
all opportunities to make progress.all opportunities to make progress.

More news on the pay negotiations will follow as soon as it becomes available.More news on the pay negotiations will follow as soon as it becomes available.

Noticeboard Bulletin - 31-05-2022Noticeboard Bulletin - 31-05-2022 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 31 May 202231 May 2022

The continuing delay to paying contractual incremental pay progressionThe continuing delay to paying contractual incremental pay progression■■

The failure to honour the agreement reached on the AP Residential Worker regradingThe failure to honour the agreement reached on the AP Residential Worker regrading
and back pay.and back pay.

■■

The lack of progress in concluding the talks on deleting Pay Band 1 and the assimilationThe lack of progress in concluding the talks on deleting Pay Band 1 and the assimilation
arrangements.arrangements.

■■

The promise of a Managerial Review which has yet to materialise.The promise of a Managerial Review which has yet to materialise.■■

The Probation Service Pay Manual, which was agreed in 2018, and which is desperatelyThe Probation Service Pay Manual, which was agreed in 2018, and which is desperately
needed to sort out the many pay problems members faceneeded to sort out the many pay problems members face

■■

The continuing difficulties that have been encountered in the Job Evaluation SchemeThe continuing difficulties that have been encountered in the Job Evaluation Scheme
and the long delay in reviewing certain jobs several years after the E3 restructuringand the long delay in reviewing certain jobs several years after the E3 restructuring
exerciseexercise

■■
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GMB have published our responses to recent HMIP inspections across the UK, highlightingGMB have published our responses to recent HMIP inspections across the UK, highlighting
inconsistencies in the measures used and the recommendations given.inconsistencies in the measures used and the recommendations given.

High caseloads and concerns around the workload are endemic in the probation service nationally, withHigh caseloads and concerns around the workload are endemic in the probation service nationally, with
staff consistently telling unions that they are overworked, underpaid, and at breaking point from work-staff consistently telling unions that they are overworked, underpaid, and at breaking point from work-
related stress. The fragmentation of the service over that time period naturally led to inconsistencies inrelated stress. The fragmentation of the service over that time period naturally led to inconsistencies in
delivery still keenly felt and evident in these reports.delivery still keenly felt and evident in these reports.

GMB welcomes further inspections undertaken, but emphasised the great personal and emotional costGMB welcomes further inspections undertaken, but emphasised the great personal and emotional cost
to the staff working in the service undertaking these, in no small part the result of a decade lost to costly,to the staff working in the service undertaking these, in no small part the result of a decade lost to costly,
failed privatisation and significant failings in strategic direction and leadership from the MoJ.failed privatisation and significant failings in strategic direction and leadership from the MoJ.

Read the full report here:Read the full report here:

https://www.gmb.org.uk/assets/media/documents/Probation%20Report%20Consultation%20Response%20v1_310522.pdf
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UNIONS SUBMIT THREE-YEAR PAY CLAIMUNIONS SUBMIT THREE-YEAR PAY CLAIM ++

Posted on: Posted on: 6 May 20226 May 2022

The three probation unions have submitted the following three year pay claim on behalf of members inThe three probation unions have submitted the following three year pay claim on behalf of members in
the Probation Service:the Probation Service:

https://www.gmb.org.uk/assets/media/support/Probation%20Report%20Consultation%20Response%20v1_310522.pdf
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PROBATION NEEDS A PAY RISEPROBATION NEEDS A PAY RISE

While a wage keeping pace with the cost of living each year would have risen by 42.9% (compound)While a wage keeping pace with the cost of living each year would have risen by 42.9% (compound)
since 2010, pay in Probation has risen by just 1% over the same period, which means that thousands ofsince 2010, pay in Probation has risen by just 1% over the same period, which means that thousands of
pounds have been cut from the value of staff wages.pounds have been cut from the value of staff wages.

By ‘pay rise’ we mean an actual increase in the value of pay points. It is these values which have onlyBy ‘pay rise’ we mean an actual increase in the value of pay points. It is these values which have only
gone up by only 1% in the last 12 years for probation staffgone up by only 1% in the last 12 years for probation staff . Do not confuse your annual increment with a. Do not confuse your annual increment with a
pay rise. Your increment is a contractual entitlement, not a pay rise.pay rise. Your increment is a contractual entitlement, not a pay rise.

Here is how probation staff compare with their police staff, local government and health serviceHere is how probation staff compare with their police staff, local government and health service
colleagues in relation to actual increases in the value of their pay since 2010:colleagues in relation to actual increases in the value of their pay since 2010:

Probation StaffProbation Staff 1%1%

Police StaffPolice Staff 15.8%15.8%

Local Government StaffLocal Government Staff 14.6%14.6%

NHS StaffNHS Staff 14.2%14.2%

  

A three-year award to cover the 2022, 2023 and 2024 pay yearsA three-year award to cover the 2022, 2023 and 2024 pay years
■■

An increase in the value of all pay points of 3% above the Retail Prices Index (RPI) ofAn increase in the value of all pay points of 3% above the Retail Prices Index (RPI) of
inflation on 1 April 2022, 1 April 2023, and 1 April 2024inflation on 1 April 2022, 1 April 2023, and 1 April 2024

■■

An increase in the value of all Probation Service cash allowances of 3% above the RetailAn increase in the value of all Probation Service cash allowances of 3% above the Retail
Prices Index (RPI) of inflation on 1 April 2022, 1 April 2023 and 1 April 2024Prices Index (RPI) of inflation on 1 April 2022, 1 April 2023 and 1 April 2024

■■

Shorter pay bands to allow staff to reach the top of their pay band in a shorter timeShorter pay bands to allow staff to reach the top of their pay band in a shorter time■■

Removal of pay band overlapsRemoval of pay band overlaps■■

An increase in the HMRC Fixed Profit Car AllowanceAn increase in the HMRC Fixed Profit Car Allowance■■
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Remember, staff in the police, local government and the health service have had their increments inRemember, staff in the police, local government and the health service have had their increments in
addition to the pay rises above. It is no wonder that leaving probation for a job in a different part of theaddition to the pay rises above. It is no wonder that leaving probation for a job in a different part of the
public sector has become so attractive.public sector has become so attractive.

  

COST OF LIVING CRISISCOST OF LIVING CRISIS

Inflation is currently running at 9% (March 2022) which is the highest level in three decades. For the valueInflation is currently running at 9% (March 2022) which is the highest level in three decades. For the value
of probation staff salaries not to fall back even further, they must at least keep pace with predicted risesof probation staff salaries not to fall back even further, they must at least keep pace with predicted rises
in the cost of living, which Treasury forecasts put at 7.4% in 2022in the cost of living, which Treasury forecasts put at 7.4% in 2022 ..

Staff have experienced an enormous surge in costs over the last year, including:Staff have experienced an enormous surge in costs over the last year, including:

These demands on pay packets will be even greater against the background of the 1.25% increase toThese demands on pay packets will be even greater against the background of the 1.25% increase to
National Insurance contributions over 2022/23.National Insurance contributions over 2022/23.

Joint Union Pay Claim 2021 SubmissionJoint Union Pay Claim 2021 Submission ++

Posted on: Posted on: 7 May 20217 May 2021

The joint unions for probation have submitted their pay claim to the employer.The joint unions for probation have submitted their pay claim to the employer.

In brief, the claim includes:In brief, the claim includes:

A 29% increase in gas bills;A 29% increase in gas bills;■■

A 21% increase in petrol prices;A 21% increase in petrol prices;■■

A 19% increase in electricity bills;A 19% increase in electricity bills;■■

A 10% rise in the price of buying a house and a 9% jump in rent for a new rental property.A 10% rise in the price of buying a house and a 9% jump in rent for a new rental property.■■

A three-year award to cover the 2021, 2022 and 2023 pay yearsA three-year award to cover the 2021, 2022 and 2023 pay years■■

An increase in the value of all pay points above the Retail Prices Index (RPI) of inflationAn increase in the value of all pay points above the Retail Prices Index (RPI) of inflation
on 1 April 2021, 1 April 2022 and 1 April 2023on 1 April 2021, 1 April 2022 and 1 April 2023

■■
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 Read the claim in full below (pdf): Read the claim in full below (pdf):

An increase in the value of all NPS allowances above the Retail Prices Index (RPI) ofAn increase in the value of all NPS allowances above the Retail Prices Index (RPI) of
inflation on 1 April 2021, 1 April 2022 and 1 April 2023inflation on 1 April 2021, 1 April 2022 and 1 April 2023

■■

Shorter Pay Bands to allow staff to reach the top of Pay Band in a shorter timeShorter Pay Bands to allow staff to reach the top of Pay Band in a shorter time■■

Removal of Pay Band OverlapsRemoval of Pay Band Overlaps■■

https://www.gmb.org.uk/assets/media/documents/JTU10-2021%20%20Pay%20Claim%202021.pdf
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PayPay ++

Posted on: Posted on: 29 April 202129 April 2021

Following lengthy discussions, the April 2020 pay award was settled. This was effectively the payFollowing lengthy discussions, the April 2020 pay award was settled. This was effectively the pay
progression award agreed as part of the 2018 pay deal. It also included a 2% non-consolidated paymentprogression award agreed as part of the 2018 pay deal. It also included a 2% non-consolidated payment
to those at the top of their pay scale. Additionally, small reward bonuses were paid to some specific rolesto those at the top of their pay scale. Additionally, small reward bonuses were paid to some specific roles
in Pay Bands 1 to 5. The bottom pay point was removed from each Pay Band.in Pay Bands 1 to 5. The bottom pay point was removed from each Pay Band.

These arrangements were back-dated to April 20. It was also agreed that those on Pay Band 1 should beThese arrangements were back-dated to April 20. It was also agreed that those on Pay Band 1 should be
assimilated onto Pay Band 2 and that no-one transferring in from the CRCs in June will do so on Payassimilated onto Pay Band 2 and that no-one transferring in from the CRCs in June will do so on Pay
Band 1. The negotiations on this last agreement are continuing.Band 1. The negotiations on this last agreement are continuing.

The prospects for the pay deal for April 21 will be challenging. Clearly the Chancellor’s statement about aThe prospects for the pay deal for April 21 will be challenging. Clearly the Chancellor’s statement about a
pay freeze will impact on negotiation efforts. However, we have been assured that the pay progressionpay freeze will impact on negotiation efforts. However, we have been assured that the pay progression
which is part of the 2018 pay deal will be honoured. The unions will be submitting a pay claim for a three-which is part of the 2018 pay deal will be honoured. The unions will be submitting a pay claim for a three-
year deal.year deal.

Competency Pay Framework (CBF)Competency Pay Framework (CBF)

Extensive discussions have taken place with the unions since October about the arrangements for theExtensive discussions have taken place with the unions since October about the arrangements for the
implementation of CBF which again was part of the pay modernisation introduced in the pay deal ofimplementation of CBF which again was part of the pay modernisation introduced in the pay deal of
2018. It has been agreed that the current year (April 21 to Mar 22) will be an introductory year and will not2018. It has been agreed that the current year (April 21 to Mar 22) will be an introductory year and will not
affect pay progression in April 22. April 22 to March 23 will be the first year where CBF will be used toaffect pay progression in April 22. April 22 to March 23 will be the first year where CBF will be used to
assess each employee’s appropriateness to progress to the next pay point in the relevant Pay Band.assess each employee’s appropriateness to progress to the next pay point in the relevant Pay Band.

It is intended for the year 21-22 to be used to trial the CBF so that everyone is familiar with the processIt is intended for the year 21-22 to be used to trial the CBF so that everyone is familiar with the process
and to distinguish it from the SPDR process and its successor). It will also be used to identify issues withand to distinguish it from the SPDR process and its successor). It will also be used to identify issues with
the process that can be resolved before the scheme becomes operative in April 22 for progression inthe process that can be resolved before the scheme becomes operative in April 22 for progression in
April 23. The employers held a launch event on April 8April 23. The employers held a launch event on April 8  for NPS and CRC staff. This has been recorded for NPS and CRC staff. This has been recorded
and is available for anyone who may have missed it.and is available for anyone who may have missed it.

Amalgamation ArrangementsAmalgamation Arrangements

The process for placing ACOs in the new Head of Probation Delivery Units (PDUs) is reaching its latterThe process for placing ACOs in the new Head of Probation Delivery Units (PDUs) is reaching its latter
stages. The process for competitive interviews for PDUs with more than one applicant has taken place.stages. The process for competitive interviews for PDUs with more than one applicant has taken place.
The vacant PDU Heads roles will be/have been advertised.The vacant PDU Heads roles will be/have been advertised.

thth
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As members may be aware the roles of Head of UPW and Head of Programmes were evaluated at PayAs members may be aware the roles of Head of UPW and Head of Programmes were evaluated at Pay
Band A. However, as a result of union representation it has been agreed to review the Job DescriptionsBand A. However, as a result of union representation it has been agreed to review the Job Descriptions
for these two roles with a view to a re-evaluation of the Pay Band. This is currently on-going.for these two roles with a view to a re-evaluation of the Pay Band. This is currently on-going.

The unions have also been supporting those affected by the proposals for the DSOUs in theThe unions have also been supporting those affected by the proposals for the DSOUs in the
amalgamated service, pointing out the significant risk to the delivery of these programmes containedamalgamated service, pointing out the significant risk to the delivery of these programmes contained
within these proposals:within these proposals:

Other Areas of InvolvementOther Areas of Involvement

1. 1. Twice weekly recovery meetingsTwice weekly recovery meetings

2. 2. Equality and Diversity StrategyEquality and Diversity Strategy

3. 3. Court workCourt work

4. 4. Pay ReformPay Reform

5. 5. Approved PremisesApproved Premises

Finally, the unions met with the new Minister, Alex Chalk, via Teams on April 22Finally, the unions met with the new Minister, Alex Chalk, via Teams on April 22 . This was an. This was an
encouraging first encounter and as a former practising criminal barrister he is familiar with the CJencouraging first encounter and as a former practising criminal barrister he is familiar with the CJ
system.system.

PROBATION STAFF AND COVID19 - JOINT UNION STATEMENTPROBATION STAFF AND COVID19 - JOINT UNION STATEMENT ++

Posted on: Posted on: 22 May 202022 May 2020

GMBGMB//SCOOP SCOOP (Senior and Chief Officers of Probation) and other probation unions, (Senior and Chief Officers of Probation) and other probation unions, NAPONAPO , , UNISON UNISON areare
working together to protect Black/BAME members in the National Probation Service (NPS) and in the 21working together to protect Black/BAME members in the National Probation Service (NPS) and in the 21
Community Rehabilitation Companies CRCs) in relation to the increased risk from Covid19 affectingCommunity Rehabilitation Companies CRCs) in relation to the increased risk from Covid19 affecting
members of Black/BAME communities in the UK.members of Black/BAME communities in the UK.

EVIDENCE OF INCREASED RISK TO BLACK/BAME COMMUNITIESEVIDENCE OF INCREASED RISK TO BLACK/BAME COMMUNITIES

NHS England confirmed on 7 May 2020* that members of Black/BAME communities are among thoseNHS England confirmed on 7 May 2020* that members of Black/BAME communities are among those
groups who are clinically vulnerable to Covid19. They stated:groups who are clinically vulnerable to Covid19. They stated:

ndnd
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‘We now know there is evidence of disproportionate mortality and morbidity amongst‘We now know there is evidence of disproportionate mortality and morbidity amongst

black, asian and minority ethnic (BAME) people, including our NHS staff, who haveblack, asian and minority ethnic (BAME) people, including our NHS staff, who have

contracted COVID-19.’contracted COVID-19.’

The NHS has subsequently issued detailed guidance for NHS employers to undertake specific riskThe NHS has subsequently issued detailed guidance for NHS employers to undertake specific risk
assessments of the vulnerability of Black/BAME staff to Covid19 and appropriate action to reduceassessments of the vulnerability of Black/BAME staff to Covid19 and appropriate action to reduce
exposure to, and the risk from, Covid19 for Black/BAME staff.exposure to, and the risk from, Covid19 for Black/BAME staff.

The police service has quickly adopted the same approach for police officers and police staff.The police service has quickly adopted the same approach for police officers and police staff.

We therefore demand that HMPPS takes similar action now!We therefore demand that HMPPS takes similar action now!

In a recent meeting with senior HMPPS officials, GMB/SCOOP called on the NPS and CRCs to proactivelyIn a recent meeting with senior HMPPS officials, GMB/SCOOP called on the NPS and CRCs to proactively
respond to the NHS statement, and follow the NHS risk assessment programme to protect Black/BAMErespond to the NHS statement, and follow the NHS risk assessment programme to protect Black/BAME
probation staff. We made clear that we expect them to adopt the same approach.probation staff. We made clear that we expect them to adopt the same approach.

We do not believe that there is time to wait for further research on the risk of Covid19 to Black/BAMEWe do not believe that there is time to wait for further research on the risk of Covid19 to Black/BAME
communities, which Public Health England is due to publish in a few weeks time.communities, which Public Health England is due to publish in a few weeks time.

We need action now to protect our Black/BAME members!We need action now to protect our Black/BAME members!

RAISE YOUR CONCERNS WITH RAISE YOUR CONCERNS WITH HMPPSHMPPS!!

REFERENCES:REFERENCES:

*NHS Statement on Increased Risk of Covid19 to Black communities:*NHS Statement on Increased Risk of Covid19 to Black communities:

*NHS Risk Assessment Framework for Black staff in relation to Covid19:*NHS Risk Assessment Framework for Black staff in relation to Covid19:

mailto:public.enquiries@noms.gsi.gov.uk?subject=BAME%20Staff%20%40%20Increased%20Risk%20To%20COVID%2019
https://www.england.nhs.uk/blog/note-for-all-bame-colleagues-working-in-the-nhs/
https://www.nhsemployers.org/covid19/health-safety-and-wellbeing/risk-assessments-for-staff

